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The Concept of Duality of the Neocortex
The dual structure of the neopallium-a parapiriform moiety and a parahippocampal
moiety-was first conceived by Dart t 1'J::~4 \ as a resull of painstaking architectonic
and stimulation studies on various South African reptiles. These studies were an out·
growth of the principal investigations of Johnston (1915), Crosby (1917), and Elliot
Smith (1919) on the forebrain of reptiles. Dart already anticipated the principle of
duality to be valid for the mammalian neo~ortex. Actuallv, it \\as Abbie who suc
ceeded in presenting architectonic evidence of the dualin' of the neocortex. first' in
monotremes (1940) and later. in marsupials (19 ~2). In cytoarchitectonic terms Abbie
subdivided the entire neocortex of echidna and platvpus into two major components~
one related to and adjacent to the hippocampus (archicortex'l, the other one to the
piriform cortex (paleocortex). Both moieties show a differentiation into several stages.
Within the parahippocampal neocortex Abbie distinguished four successive stages of
differentiation and within the parapiriform neocortex three stages. This progressive
differentiation takes place in both major components by thickening of the cortex,
accentuation of the lamination, and eventually appearance of granular cells (granu
~~rization), In the marsupial Perameles, Abbie (1942) found the principle of the
dual nature of the neopallium" fully sustained. He concluded that the different
architectonic fields represent successive waves of circumferential differentiation in
e.\<olution, commencing from the hippocampus and from the piriform cortex, respec
hl·ely.
These important works of Abbie did not receive the attention they'merit. Thus,
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20 years later, m 1962, on the basis of cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic data
in the extensive human frontal lobe, we independently proposed the same principle.
the dual origin of the neocortex. The combination of the cytoarchitectonic and myelo
architectonic methods proved to be particularly valuable, not only in outlining the
coinciding areas more reliably but also in tracing differential trends in several suc
cessive areas. The myeloarchitectonic method is advantageous because, operating at
lower magnification. a series of architectonic areas can be surveyed simultaneously
(Fig. 5).
Since our initial fmdings in the frontal lobe of man (l962a, b, 1964) we found
the principle of a dual origin of neocortical differentiation confirmed in a series of
primates (ArClicebus, Sairmri, Macaca. Panl, in Carnivora (cat, raccoon), in Roden
tia (rat), ill Insectivora (Erinaceusl, and in Chiroptera (MYOlis luci/ugusl.
A diagrammatic presentation of this principle is illustrated in the frontal lobes
of man and monkey I Fig:. 1). It is important to recall that the greatly expanded neo
cortical lobes of higher mammals still are bordered ventromedially and ventrolater
ally by the old protocortices, the archicortex and the paleocortex. In the coronal
sections of primates' frontal lobes (Fig. 1"1 the archicortex is represented by the
supracallosal hyppocampus (vH, the vestigia hippocampi of Elliot Smith, 1919),
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Figu.re 1. Coronal diagrams of frontal lobe of man (a) and monkey (b). The arrows
indicate the differential trends from the cingular proisocortex (Pro) medially and
the insular proisocortex laterally. Becau:;e of the le"ser vault of the frontal lobe of the
monkey the plane at the level of the sulcus principalis does not pass through the paleo
cortex (Pal) -the last source of insulolimbie differentiation-but only through the caudo·
orbital c1austroeortex (Pro). The paleocortex is present in the section through the
human brain. The dashed line through sulcus frontali~ inferior (fi) in man and sulcus
prineipalis (prine) in monkey marks the basic medio/limbic hordedine of the two pre·
frontal spheres. Sulci: arc. arcuatus superior: d. cinguli: fm. frontalis medius: fs.
frontalis superior; orhm. orbitali~ mediali~: orbL nrbita!i" lateralis; Ce. corpu" callosulll.
,,\. dUl1gtrum: S. septum; V. ventricle: for furtber abbre\·iations see Table 1.
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whereas the bulk of the primate hippocampus is displaced by 11 sagittal rotation into
the depth of the temporal lobe. The paleocortex. although reduced in the microsmatic
simian primates, retains its original ventral position ( Pal, Fig_ l11). Because the vault
of the frontal lobe of the monkey is less than in man, a coronal section through the
equivalent frontal regions of the convexity in the former does not include the paleo
cortex but rather the neocortical pro isocortex_ caudo-orbitally (Pro,
Ib). (See
Tnhle 1 for abbreviations.-I
It appears necessary to insert some remarks on the nomenclature of the cortical
architecture_ Most of the terms which \\-e use were orit::inally coined by Brodmann
(1909) and C. and O. Vogt (l919\. The neocortex, insofar as it passes through a six
laminated period during fetal life, is referred to as isogenetic cortex (isocortex). The
older cortices-the medial archicortex Ihippocampal formation of mammaisl and
the lateral paleocortex (olfactory cortex proper) which exhibit peculiar characteris
tics in addition to very limited lamination-are called the allogenetic cortex (allocor·
tex). However, as we will see, t\\O successive intermediate structural steps (Filimonoff,
19-1·7: Sanides, 1962b: Stephan, 1(63) are intercalated between the primitive allocor
tex and the mature iSQcortex, namely, the periallocortex (which is adjacent to the
primitive allocortex) and the pro isocortex (which is adjacent to the mature isocortex) .
The most primitive types of allocortex are also referred to as allocortex primitivus
lfig. 1 L
The characteristic periallocortex and proisocortex show different regional and
areal architectonic elaborations, in relationship to the bordering isocortical lobes.
Medially, adjacent to the archicortex_ they are bound to the limbic lobe. and ventro
laterally, adjacent to the paleocortex. the\' are bound to the insula Reilii. which was
former! y called the stem lobe. Both these "lobes" are phylogenetically old structures.
The insular cortex should be designated as part of the limbic cortex for ontogenetic and
phylogenetic reasons I Yakovle\'. 1959), The anterior cingulate gyrus and the ante·
rior insular cortex exhibit basic architectonic· resemblances.
It was Meynert (872) who made the basic ohsen-ation that looking at the freshly
exposed brain \\-e can distinguish two major components of cortex, that with a whitish
surface and that with a greyish surface. The latter corresponds to the entire isocor-
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tex, and the former corresponds to the allocortex, including periallocortex. The
whitish color reflects the fact that the cell-poor molecular or zonal layer possesses
here particularly strong tangential fiber plexuses of "hich the striae olfactorii fibers
are one example. This condition corresponds to the primitivity of the allocortex which
does not yet depend exclusively on thalamic afferents.
In cytoarchitectonics we can disregard the first cell-poor layer. For example
the so-called second layer of the isocortex forms the first real cellular layer. The
periallocortex (the first architectonic step away from allocortex primitivus) is com
posed of two real cell strata, \Iith emphasis on the inner one, and with a more or less
discernible narrow laver de\-oid of cells in between. This blank layer is referred to as
lamina dissecans (Figs. 3 and 16), since it cuts the cortical plate into the two cell
strata. These strata are not comparable Irith the laminae of the isocortex. However,
we will consider how the latter emerge from the former in the differential process of
evolution.
The next step, proisocorlcx. is more laminated in that the inner stratum is differ
entiated into a pnamidal-celled laver ,- and spindle·celled layer VI. At the same time
the outer stratum further differentiates into pHamidal-celled layer III adjacent to the
relatively small-celled dense laver I I. Actualh- there is a relative increase in emphasis
of the outer stratum. In addition a fourth granular layer can make its first appearance
in the le\'el of the former lamina dissecans. Lamina IV belongs, in our classification as
derived from comparalin? architectonic studies (Sanide:; and Krishnamurti, 1967), to
the outer stratum. The proisocortex of the anterior cingulate gyrus is distinguishable
from that of the anterior insula in that it is devoid of a lamina IV; i.e., it is agranular.
The insular proisocortex has an incipiently granular to well-developed granular layer.
The limbic ancl in~ubr proisocortices are adjacent to the paralimbic zone (PIZI
and a parinsular zone (PiZI, respectively (Fig. 1). By zones we meau belts of
fields, each at a similar differential stage. Thus the numerous individual human
architectonic areas of the frontal lobe can be organized into an array of consecutive
zones. Commencing with the archicortical supracallosal hippocampus and its peri
archicortex (pAll) is tIle sequence of proisocortex (Pro). paralimbic zone (PIZl,
frontomotor zone (FmZ) , paramotor zone (PmZ), and paropercular zone (PoZ).
Commencing with the basal paleocortex and its ventroinsular peri paleocortex (pAll)
is the sequence of the insular proisocortex (Pro), the parinsular zone, (Pil) , and the
frontopercular zone IFoZl, which occupies the inferior frontal gyrus,
Thus the dividing line between predominantly archicortical limbic influences
and predominantly paleocortical insular influences in the prefrontal cortex appears to
be the inferior frontal sulcus (Fig. lal. IVloreover, in the dorsal part of the pars
triangularis on the inferior frontal gyrus (corresponding to Vogt's area 58) and in
the center of the orbital cortex [corresponding to Vogt's area 60, (Fig. 4)] bound to
the transverse orbital sulcus are maximally differentiated areas within the prefrontal
cortex of man which appear to be the product of an integration of medial limbic and
insulolimbic influence (Sanides, 1962b, 1964, and Fig. 26).
As Figure 1b shows, essentially the same zonal array is valid for the frontal lobe
of rhesus monkey. On the basis of combined cytoarchitectonic and Il}yeloarchitectonic
studies, the less elaborated frontal granular cortex can be sho,\'n-to exhibit the same
differential zones. The dividing line here between the medial liinhic zone of influence
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and the insulolimbic zone of inHuence is the sulcus principalis, which is the equivalent
to tire inferior frontal sulcus of man (Sanides and Schiltz, 1967).
Concerning the sulcus principalis as being the limit between the medial limbic
influenced moiety and the lateral insulolimbic influenced moiety of the rhesus mOIl
key's frontal granular cortex, Nauta (1964) arrived at a remarkably similar conclu
sion. using quite another approach. He traced prefrontolimbic connections with his
experimental silver technique. He refers to "a certain dualism in the prefrontolimbic
associations" in that the dorsomedial part of the prefrontal cortex. is projecting mainly
on the cingulum bundle in the cingulate gyrus and from there backward to retro
splenial and parahippocampal regions. On the other hand, the \'entrolateral part of
the prefrontal cortex, including the orbital cortex, projects mainly, by the uncinate
fascicle. onto the rostral temporal lobe, from where connections to the amygdala are
projected. In addition, collaterals leave the uncinate fascicle, as it passes through the
capsula extrema, and terminate in the claustrum. Such collaterals. according to the
concept of Bishop (1959), may possihl y be the evolutionaril voider fiber connections.
In this \\ay Nauta also found the principal sulcus to he a fundamental borderline
bet\leen both spheres of prefrontolimhic connections.
To demonstrate the main features of the differential trends from both limhic
bordering regions, which we will refer to as "ur·trends,"" we hegin with the cyto
architectonics of the proisocortex of the anterior cingulate gyrus IFig. 2). It exhibits
as the most ;;trikill)! characteristic a banrHike fifth la: er of den:,e medium-sized P\"
rami rial cell:;, which I\as also described by Bailey and \'011 Bonin 119;)]) as i1 "jux.
tallocortical" feature. Another conspicuous limbic feature of the anterior cillgulale
gyrus in man is the pre~ence of large, extremely slender pyramidal and spindle ceils,
called rod cells, in its deep sublayer Vb. The latter are not present in the insular
proisocnrtex, but the band like lamina V is the same there as in the cingulate gyrus.
The limbic features undergo a diminution in the adjacent paralimbic (Fig, 1) and
parinsular (PiZl belts, respectively. At the same time new progressi\'e characteristics
emerge, for example, increase in overall cell size, and especially a relative increase
of lamina III, which is still weak in Pro, particularly in the anterior cingular one.
These are the two main cytoarchitectonic trends. It must be added that on the way to
FmZ with its large efferent lamina V pyramidal cells, the PIZ is intermediate with
regard to lamina V pyramidal cells \\hich are larger and much less dense than in
Pro with, its band of smaller lamina V pyramidal cells, and on the other hand smaller
and denser than those of FmZ.
After passing FmZ in the lateral direction a granular lamina IV makes its initial
appearance in PmZ, marking the beginning of a stepwise granularization. At the same
time the large efferent V pyramidal cells begin to decrease in size, step by step, and
the pronounced increase in size of the lamina HIe pyramidal cells bordering lamina IV
continues. The differential trend from the insular Pro is basically similar. One main
difference, however, is that the anterior insular Pro is, as mentioned above, not agranu·
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• [n our German monograph on the frontal lobe we referred to the differential "trends" issuin?;
from the archicortex medially and from the paleocortex laterally as "Dr-gradations," meaning,
primeval or protogradations. We prefer now to speak of trends instead of gradations and propose
the term "ur,trends" for both primeval trends, The old Germanic slem "ur" is preserved in the
English in "ordeal."
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lar as is the anterior cingular Pro, hut is dysgranular where it borders the precentral
motor cortex. This means that there is a weak lamina IV which is still intermingled
with lamina IIIc pyramidal cells. .l\lore rostrally the insular cortex has an even better
demarcated lamina IV. In consequence the granularization proceeds faster from the
insular cortex and culminates in the inferiOl:: frontal gyrus. The most remarkable fact
is that e\'en ,dtll the fundamental structural contrasts between the archicortex and
paleocortex, there exists a striking similarity of the medial and lateral differential
trends.
The cytoarchitectonic sequence of zones in man is illustrated in our frontal lohe
monograph (Sanides. 1962b L As the frontal diagram (Fig. la) shows, the sequence
oecurs over a series of gyri. The fundamental relationships of architectonic areas to
the sulcogual configuration will be considered on page 149. \\;e have, however, the
unique possibility of demonstrating the main stages of the differential trend in an
un convoluted stretch of cortex without interference of surface indentations. This oppor·
tunity is offered by the Simian primates' gyrus rectus alongside the olfactory sulcus.
The horizontal section through the gyrus rectus of the squirrel monkey (Fig. 3) demon
strates the range of differentiation from allocortex (All, precommissural hippocampus)
successively through periallocortex (pAll), pro isocortex (Pro), orbitomedial zone
(omZ) to the granular frontopolar zone (FpZi.
,
Before we discuss this differential trend in the squirrel monkey, it is necessary to
clarify some aspects of comparative cytoarchiteetonics. The major source of the diffi·
culty encountered in comparing cortical areas and in examining homologies in mam·
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mals of different organization levels is the greater density of nerve cell bodies in lower
mammals. The best characterization of this phenomenon is giyen by the grey-cell
coefficient (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925), which is the ratio of the total volume
of a nucleus or cortical area to the sum of the volumes of the perikarya (cell bodies) of
the nerve cells contained within. Thus, it is virtually a measure of the interperikaryal
space of an area_ Ascending the scale of primates, this ratio increases markedly and is
highest for man. Computed with modern methods in different series of mammals, the
coefficient is generally considered to be an indication of the level of organiza
tion of the cerebral cortex (Shariff, 1953; Haug, 1956). lVloreoyer, there is also a
correlation with brain size and weight (Cragg, 1967).
Thus, the cerebral cortex of the squirrel monkey has a cell density more than twice
that of man, as does the cortex of the prosimian Nycticebus. This is expressed by the
tendency of cell layers to fuse, at low magnification, a prerequisite for the evaluation
of cell populations. In spite of this changing average cytoarchitectonic picture we
can
and pursue the differential trends, first described in man, without
difficulty.
As the insert of Figure 3 sho\\s, Ire deal ,,-itll a horizontal section through the
\I-hole length of the median cortex of the gyrus rectus representing the posterior half
Ileft I and anterior haH I rightl. Immediately caudal to the prirnitiYe cortex (Alii
is the Ilucleul' of the diagonal band (DB-I. Irregular
of middle-sized dark
staining cells Irithout any lamination are found in this wedf!e-shaped cortical formation
(Alii. This is the small remnant of allocortex primitiyus of the precommissural hippo·
campus at this leye\. At its surface All hecomes superposed by less darkly staining
smaller pyramidal and multiform cells of the ouler stratum. An indication of a lamina
dissecans (dashed line) is present at tlle edge of the darker and denser celled inner
stratum and Ule lighter and looser celled outer stratum. This is the two-strata
peri allocortex (pAil). At the outer rim of the outer stratum i!' a condensation of
somewhat larger cells. These are forerunner!' of a layer II. \Vithout any
sharp
the transition occurs into tlle b-e-Lter laminated Pro. The inner stratum
exhibits an incipient differentiation in laminae V and VI. with the darker staining
p,'ramidal cells in lamina V. At the same time Il'ithin the outer stratum a third layer
(l1I1 with Jarger pyramidal cells in the deeper parL emerges. Layer II is accentuated,
continuing the cell condensations of pAlL
The transition to the next area, the first orbitomedial area (OrnZl) , again without
a sharp boundary, shows a further prOf'reS5 in lamination bv the emergence of an
incipient inner granular layer (IV) _ This is the dysgranular stage with granule cells
still intermingled with small pyramidal cells. At the same time the inner stratum is less
pronounced, and the narrow lamina V of rather dense middle·sized pyramidal cells
is distinguishable from the looser lamina VI. The accentuation of lamina II tapers
off 1 to 2 em beyond the transition from the Pro. Lamina II i" now composed of
somewhat smaller cells.
The next area (OmZ2) is characterized by an increase in granularization: i.e ..
it has a clear-cut granular lamina IV. At the same time lamina II ,,-ith denser, smaller
pseudogranular cells is more demarcated from lamina III, whichjJas a rim of larger
pn-amidal cells next to lamina IV. The inner stratum further is less pronounced,
and a ralher light lamina \'b is striking.
The final step to FpZ is characterized by a further enlargement of the granular
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lamina IV and by a decrease of the size of the lamina V pyramidal cells, which are now
approximately matched by the deeper lamina III pyramidal cells. Lamina VI is now
composed of smaller lighter-staining cells, so that the inner stratum has lost its
predominance.
Much higher degrees of differentiation, with very large lamina HIe pyramidal
cells prevailing over lamina V pyramidal cells and with a high degree of granulariza.
tion, are reached in the two differential maxima of the inferior frontal gyrus of man:
Vogt's area 58 in the upper part of the pars triangularis, and Voges area 60 in the
center of the orbital cortex, bound to the sulcus orbitalis transversus (Fig. 4). Both
appear to be the product of a final integration of the medial and lateral ur·trends.
The differential trend in myeloarchitectonics is best demonstrated by the stepwise
increase in myelin content. * Another factor concerns the appearance of the stripes of
Baillarger and their increase in intensity_ Particularly the inner stripe of Baillarger,
which is composed of intracortical association fibers, shows a stepwise increase with
the differential trends in the integration cortices. The most readily demonstrable
trend of increase of the myelin content is seen in a coronal section through the midline
cortex and paramotor zone of man's frontal lobe (Fig. 5) and in a coronal section
through Saimiri's whole hemisphere at the level of the sensorimotor region (Fig. 6).
It is a general rule in myeloarchitectonics of the isocortex that the diameters of
the projection fibers of an area are directly related to the average myelin content of
that area I Hop£. 1956). Highly myelinated area (as the primary sensory and motor
ones) also ha,'e the thickest projection fibers. This allows dIe application of the vast
experience of Bishop in comparative neurology of the fiber tracts. After a "life among
the axons" (Bishop, 1965) with systematic comparative studies of electrophysiological
properties and diameter spectra of the axons of peripheral nerves, of ascending tracts
of the spinal cord ana hrainstem, and of the immediately subcortical thalamic projec
tion fibers, Bishop carne to the conclusion that the finer myelinated fibers of related
systems are basically older in evolution that the heavier myelinated ones. "Myeliniza
tion of small fibers and addition of successIvely larger fibers in the course of mam·
malian central nervous system evolution applies not only to one function structure,
but relates to the acquisition, at the higher and more recently developed central struc·
tures, of a fiber spectrum similar to that prevalent in the periphery long before this
central development in mammals" (Bishop and Smith, 1964). Thus, we may refer to a
"myelination trend in evolution."
Figure 5 shows the example of this trend in man, particularly of the medial
differential trend of limbic origin. On both sides of the interhemispheric fissure
the very finely myelinated Pro of the cingulate gyri is seen. Two intermediate steps
of the paralimbic zone on the left (471 and 47z) and one on the right (471) grade
to the maximum myelination of the convexity (areas 47) in the paramotor zone
(nomenclature after Vogt, 1910, and Sanides, 1962b).
Concerning the myelination trend in Saimiri (Fig. 6), the overall myelination
• The myeloarchitectonies of the cerebral cortex were developed by the Vogts ,(1919) as a useful
method of cortical partitioning. They were particularly applied to the human isocortex by the
Vogts and their disciples. Hopf (1966) recently developed a method of 'objective registration of
the myeloarchitectonics of the isocortex by the use of an extinction writer. This method allowed
Hopf (1968) to confirm the former qualitative results of the partitioning of the human cerebral
cortex by a quantitative method.
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Figltre 4. Central field of man's orbital cortex with maximum diffcrentation x 80 (Sec

max Fig;. 26c). From San ides. 1962b l\Iollogr. r\euroJ. Psychiat., 98.
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Figure 5.

Coronal section through the
interhemispheric fissure (S.ih.) of man's
frontal lobe. demonstrating the myelination
trend. x 5. From Sanidcs. 1962b. Monogr.
NeuroL PsychiaL 98.
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of its cortex is considerably less than in man. Therefore, a relatively overstained
Heidenhain section was used to demonstrateihe stepwise myelination from both limbie
bordering cortices. On the eonvexity we find, as in other primates, the full expression
of the classic sensorimotor regions with maximum myelination.
Pursuing the differential trend from the archicortex, we first note that the vestigia
hippocampi (vR, induseum griseum) are still represented as gyrulus, covered by
myelinated fibers (tenia teeta). Then a small section of pAll is present, with its
faintly myelinated fibers demonstrable only at higher magnification. It also has rela·
tively well developed tangential fibers in layer 1, a feature typieal for all subdivisions
of All. The adjacent eell stained section shows in pAll the typical two-cell-strata
stage with a more pronounced inner one. TIle bulk of the cingulate gyrus is occupied
by Pro, with its dense, fine radiate fibers, and an indication of an outer stripe of
Baillarger. The transition to PIZ takes place in the bottom of the eingulate sulcus
with a sharp inerease in myelination of the outer stripe of Baillarger. The full expres
sion of this area can be seen in the upper wall of the cingulate suleus after cessation
of the curvature influence (Sanides, 1962b). The transition into the area Gig (Fig. 6,
arrow), halfway to the edge of the hemisphere, is marked by an increase in thickness
of the radiate fibers and of the ouler stripe of Baillarger. Thus' we visualize after the
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initial stage of allocortex primiti\"us the stages of periallocortex. proisocortex, para
limbic zone, and finally classic motor region with increasing myelination.
On the lateral side we do not find the initial stage of paleocortex, that is
allocortex primitivus, or the next stage, pAlL (both of which are more rostrall\
located in the base of the frontal lobe and the ventrolateral insula. respectively), but
rather find the three suhsequent :,tages of the myelination trend. Here we shonld
nole a peculiarity of Saimi!'i' s cortical COil fip:uration, which is not present in Old
World monkeys, lhat is. the large share of insula not underlaid by claustrum.
This is an important point because the cortex superficial to the claustrum is more
primiti\"e in structure than the rest of the insular cortex. In Figure 6 note that, with
the vanishing of the thin grey layer beneath the insular cortex: {claustrum"!, a sudden
increase in cortical myelination occurs. This is :J. similar transition as on the medial
surface from Pro to PIl, but here the transition is to the parinsular zone (Pil). The
latter was proved by Benjamin and 'Iii"elker 11(57) to contain the second sensorimotor
repl-esentalion (SmlI"i. I'il is, as in .Yyclicebus (Fig. 16), in cytoarchitectonic terms
a prokouiocortex (proK) which exhibits here three subdiyisions. corresponding to
the three steps of myelination with gradual transitions in the bottom of the sulcus
circularis and at the ventral tip of the operculum. The arrow (Fig. 6) on the outer
side of the operculum marks the Jlnal transition to the koniocortex with its maximum
myelination, particularly of the deeper horizontallihers.
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Filler Cortical Organization

In the primate brain with the highest degree of gyrification, that of man, we
demonstrated that the vast majority of the limits of architectonic fields are located
in the bottoms of the sulci, fissurel::;, an (I dimples (Sanides, lCJ()2b; 1(64). In sub
human primates (Sanides and Krishnamurti, 1967; San ides and Schiltz, 1(67) and
other mammals (Sanides and Hoffmann, 19691, the majority of the sulci and dimples
also form architectonic field limits. However, since in lower mammals there are more"
field limits than indentations, only some are bound to the sulci. This relevance of the
sulcal and gyml pattern to finer cortical organization was also a conclusion of Woolsey
and his co·workers after two decades of comparative electro physiological studies on
localization of function in the mammalian cerebral cortex (Woolsey, 1959; Welker
and Campos, 1(63) .
Thus sulci and gyri defined by architectonic and electrophysiological methods be·
come more meaningful for comparative neurology. Within this context a reappraisal of
the concept of homology as a tool of comparative neurology is presented.
At first we wiil follow a historical review by Starck (1950) on this subject.
The origin of the concept "homology" goes back to the middle of the nineteenth century
when it was introduced and defined by Owen (1848). He stated that homologous
refers to the same organ in different animals under every variety of forlll and function.
In this early definition, which is also called the typological one, The organ appears
determined by the local relationships within the typus. After the general acceptance
of the theory of evolution, the concept of homology was redefined by Haeckel: Homol
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ogy is the relation belYJeen two organs which have the same descent. In other words,
organs are homologous in two different organisms if they derive from a common
ancestral organ.
In the central nervous system, however, we cannot define homology by gross
morphology only. For example, the cerebral cortex reveals its units only when we
study its histology, that is, its architectonics as shown hy specific staining techniques.
On the other hand the common derivation of architectonic fields from ancestral forms
is virtually impossible to prove. These are reasons which make the application of
the notion homology questionable for the pattern of cortical units.
Our architectonic studies of the sensorimotor region in Macaca and Saimiri allow
a test of the applicability of the notion of homology to the gyral pattern of New and
Old World monkeys. The ,'ast majority of the sulci of the mammalian cerebral cortex
are "limiting sulci" rather than "axial sulci" (Elliot Smith, 1907). The latter are
located well within a cortical field (e.g., calcarine fissure within the area striata).
Thus we can characterize sulci in comparative neurology by the architectonic structure
of the cortex of \lhich they form the houndary.
Other than the Old \\'orld monkeys, the Ke,,' World monkeys are unique in their
wide range of brain differentiation from the small marmoset (Hapale) to the spider
monkey CAleles) with its fifth limb in the form of the highest deyeloped prehensile
tail. Saim iri occupies an in termediate position in this spectrum,
Both superfamiles of the primates (Old and !\e\\' "'orld monkeysl are kno\\'n
to ha,'e their common ancestors in presumably difTerent prosimian stocks as far back
as the early Tertiary period (Starck, ] 953), i.e., prior to the elaboration of the
present gyral pattern in the frontal lobe in the form of a central sulcus and a frontal
arcuate sulcal complex, Yet both group" of monkf'ys re\'eal striking: similarities in
the formatioll of these sulci. Though this similarity is. by architectonic terms, far
from identical, we are dealing here with one of the most astonishing examples of
the phenomenon of parallel evolution, a phenomenon. which is inlergraded with con·
vergence. Howc\'er. the comparali,'e morphological phenomenon of convergence is
by definition just contrary to homology,'Slnce it can be produced as a functional
differentiation or even remodelling on different ancestral substrata or organs. For
this reason, we prefer to come back to the term which the Vo'gts substituted for
homology in the central nervous system, anatomical "equivalence." The equivalence
of sulci, then, can safely be determined only be revealing the cortical architecture
on both sides of the indentation.
The central sulcus of the primates usually is looked upon as a typical limiting
sulcus between motor and somatic sensory areas. This, however, is an undue simplifI'
cation because, technically, this is only true for the central sulcus of man. Even here
we fmd in the bottom of the central sulcus a slight forward extension of area Ism
(3a Vogts). In such apes as the chimpanzee (Strasburger, 1937) and Gibbon (Sanides,
unpublished data) the somatic sensory cortex at the ventral end of the central sulcus
extends a little farther rostral. In Old World monkeys, there is a definite protrusion
of the somatic sensory fields at the ventral end of the central sulcus and a lesser one
at the dorsal edge of the hemisphere (see Fig. 7. after the Vogts; confirmed in my
cytomyeloarchitectonic studies on Macaca). The "entral protrusi,nn beyond the central
sulcus corresponds to part of the somatic face area. In the New World monkeys
Ateles and Cebus, however, the rostral protrusion of the face area, investigated
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Figure 7. (a) Cytoarchitectonic map of Cercopithecus by, C. and O. Vogt (1919 J.
PsychoL NeuroL, 25:279-462.) Suffixes a-c and (1.0 indicate subdivisions of Brodmann's
map, the more detailed partitioning is based on stimulation experiments and architectonic
control. (b) Somatotopic partitioning of the sensorimotor and parietal cortex of il1acaca
mulatta by the method of local strychninization from Dusser de Barenne (1941. J.
NeurophysioL. 4:324-330.). arc, sulcus arcatus: arc 1, horizontal branch; arc 2, caudal
spur; arc 3, vertical branch: ceo sulcus centralis; fp, sulcus principalis; ip, sulcus inter
parietalis; prcs, sulcus precentralis ~mperior; S, fissura Sylvii: sic sulcus sirniali~. lun.
sulcus lunatus.

electrophysiologically hy Woolsey and co·workers, was much more extensive (Chang
et aL, 1947; Hirsch and Coxe, 1(58). Saimiri also has a very pronounced roslral
protrusion of the somatic faee area (Benjamin and Welker, 1957), as is confirmed
by our map (Figs. [) &: 9).

Figure 8. Lateral aspect of the cerebral hemisphere of Saimiri. arc: inf, arc sup, sulcus

arcuatus inferior and superior; ce, sulcus centralis; ip, sulcus intraparietalis; pc, sulcus
postcenrralis; sy, fissure Sylvii; ts, sulcus temporal is. From Sanides. 1968. Brain Res.
8:97·124.
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The relationships of the sensory and motor regions of Saimiri to the short
central sulcus will be discussed (Figs. 8 and 9). A slight rostral protrusion of Ks
is present at the dorsal end of the central sulcus similar to Maca ca. In the dorsal
half of the central sulcus Ks lies on the caudal wall and Ism on the rostral wall of
the central sulcus. The latter is unknown for Old \Vorld monkeys. In the midlength of
the sulcus there is a shift of Ks through the bottom of the sulcus to the rostral wall,
so that at the ventral end of the sulcus the whole Ks is displaced to the rostral side.
This shift from caudal to rostral occurs (based upon electro physiological data) ap'
proximately at the level of the limit of leg and arm area (see arrows in Fig. 9c).
We can conclude that in architectonic terms the equivalence of the central sulcus in
Old and New World monkeys is incomplete. Rather one should speak here of a
regional equivalence instead of an areal equi\"alence where the sulcus limits the same
areas throughout. In terms of regional equi\"aJence the central sulcus can be referred
to as an axial sulcus of the primary sensorimotor region.
~.
This common feature of New World monke\'s can also be recognized in Vogts'
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map of Alouatta's motor cortex (Fig. 10) based on electrical stimulation experiments
and cytoarchitectonics (C. and O. Vogt. 1907).

Sulcal Pattern in Evolution
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OUf cytoarchitectonic and micro electrode study on the sensorimotor region of a
prosimian, Nycticebus I Sanides and Krishnamurti, 1967) demonstrated the delineating
role of the sulci for architectonically and functionally defined cortical areas. Further
more, we could trace the evolution of sulcal deyelopment and concluded that "\I"e
apparently enter a new phase of more thoroughgoing realization and interpretation
of the different types of sulcal patterns and of their particular variants, relying on
the cortical substratum itself, its e1ectrophysiologic expression, and its architectonic
structure." In the meantime two papers of Radinsky on extant and fossil bruin
fissuration (1968a, b) confirmed our prediction.
The value of paleoneurology \\"as first demonstrated by Tilly Edinger (19'18)
in her great systematie study of the :35,000,000 years of brain evolution of the fossil
Eqllidae up to extant horse, The fact that the leading structure in the mammalian
brain as an end product of a long evolutionary process of rostrulward migration of
functions (y.?lIonakow 19l1) settled as a "cortex," the cerebral cortex, at the utmost
end of the forebrain, offers the unique opportunity to explore its expansion and ewn
its sulcal and gyml pattern by endocranial casts of fossil skulls or by their own
natural cast f Steinkernl, A fundamental result o[ these studies on mammalian brain
evolution is the growing pallium as such, and within the latter the increasing "hare
of neopallium against the ventrolateral paleopallium. This is reflected in the steady
dowmlard mo\'ement of the rhinal fissure through the whole Tertiary period.
We will first consider general rules of the -sulcal pattern in living mammals. Lower
forms such as insectivores and the small specimens of all higher mammalian orders
possess, with the exception of the rhinal fissure, a smooth cerebral surface; Le., they
are lissencephalic, whereas larger specimens have increasingly gyrencephalic brains.
Gyrification, according to the law of Baillarger-Dareste (Ariens Kappers et a1., 1936),
is a function of brain size. This is basicaUy geometric reasoning: The cortex, bound
by its laminated structure, cannot increase proportionally in thickness with growing

Figure 10. Motor cortex (area
4) of Alouatta. From C. and O.
Vogt. 1907. J. PsychoL NeuroL,
8 :277·456.
'
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brain size In evolution. Remaining a thin surface layer of the hemisphere it folds
in order to compensate for the two·dimensional surface increase in contrast to the
three·dimensional volume increase. In the largest primate brains, those of hominoids,
the well-known enormous expansion of frontal and parieto-occipito-temporal integra
tioll cortices is added. It culminates in the extreme gyrification in man.
The first to develop further concepts on gyrus formation in phylogenesis was
Le Gros Clark (19451. The starting point of his speculation on sulcal and gyral
e\'o!ution is the statement that gyrus formation in phylogenesis and ontogenesis
appears to proceed yertieal to the lines of stress. The "entrolateral thickening of the
hemi~phere by the basal ganglia laterally and the formation of the corpus callosum
medially are sites of counterpressure against the increasing distention of the hemi
sphere, causing preyailing lines of coronal stress. This effect is reinforced by the
fact that our ur-trends of differentiation and growth of the neocortex course also in
coronal direction. This leads to the original longitudinal cortical foldings" as they
are found in such primitive mammals as the musk-deer, sloth, Procavia (hyrax),
Oryclcropus (aard,'arkl, and Galeopithecus.
In the prosimians. except the smaller ones which are still semilissencephalic, the
sagittal sulcal patlem preyails oyer the convexity. This, ho\\e,'er, is combined in
the posterior part of the hemisphere with the formation of a temporal lobe-a product
of the sagittal rotation which is cau5ed by the expansion of the parieto-occipito·temporal
integration cortex "itll simultaneous fanlike deployment of the insular cortex.
\'i'itlt the increasing expansion of the frontal integration cortex and of the
parieto·occipito·temporal integration cortex, as is characteristic in primate evolution,
the sagittal growth stress is more and more brought into pl'1\_ Thus, after some
incomplete precursors in Pcrodiclicus (Zuckerman and Fulton, 19,J.1) and /\'ycliccbus
(Fig. 11: San ides and Krislmamurti, 1()Gi). the stres" causes the definite simian
coronal pattern of central, precentral, and postcentral sulci and lunate sulcus. The
great spread of visual cortex contributes to the latter sulcus.
Thus, from the original sagittal su\caLpatlern, one can trace a bifurcation (l)
a sequence leading 011 the one hand to the carnivore and ungulate arcuate sulcal
pattern by a killking around the ,'entrolateral thickening of the hemisphere as a iixation
point and (2) another sequence leading to the coronal pattern of simian primates with
more or less pronounced vestiges of the sagittal sulci (see belm\·). The basic structural
difference can be recognized at the insular point of kinking or rotation. The rotation
in primates, going hand-in-hand with a deployment of the insular cortex, is accom
panied by the development of a flat laminar claustrum underlying that cortex. The
kinking in the brains with an arcuate pattern does not coincide with a flat insula and
is accompanied by the development of a relatively compact claustrum. Correspondingly
we have in primate evolution a gradual overlapping of the insular stem lobe by the
formation of frontal, parietal, and temporal opercula leading to the typical sylvian
"The sulcu~ cinguli is a paradip'm of a longitudinal sulcus from which Le Gros Clark developed
hi" rule ! hat stIlei and gyri forlll vertical to lines of stfl'''5, Thi" sulcus can I'e found runn;n;:
Jlarallel 10 the corJlUS callosum in all eut.hcrian manllual". TIl(' triad of lack of c:im[ulate SUkllS,
presence of radialt' sulci. and aLsence of a corpus callosum is found ill~marsupiaI5' and humans
wit II ('on~cnital agcIH,sis of the ("orpus callosum (Sanides. 1%211).
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fissure, whereas in the brain with the arcuate pattern the opercularization of part
of the arcuate p;yri leads to a pseuoosyl\'ian fissure.
So far we h11\'e follo\\'ed Le Gros Clark's concept on sulcus and gyrus formation.
We can go further by enclosing the fossil brains in this design and thus arrive at a
pedigree of sulcal pattern in evolution (Fig. 12).
Actuallv, the fossil brains of carnivores IRadinsky. 19601 and ungubtes in the
early Tertian' period. i.e.• those orders \\'hich display the elaborate arcuate sulcal
pattern. exhihit the sa1!itlal pattern \ Fi~. VI). One reason this point has not yet been
reco~l1ized may he that the transitions from sai!ittal to arcuate pattern in ungulates are
gradual. whereas onl~' the primate order unifies in itself the most striking contrasts from
lissencephalic over sagittal to coronal pattern without substantial intermediate forms.
Thus, Le Gros Clark as a primatologist was the first to cOllceiYe the sulcal pattern from
a developmental point of view. Obdously, Edinger 09'ID) had no knowledge of his
19:15 essay. Actually, Edinger compares the fossil brain of Orohippus, the second
stage of equine e\'alution in middle Eocene, to that of Procavia (hyrax!, one of
Le Gros Clark's paradigms for the sagittal pattern brain. "In several important charac·
ters our OrohippllS brain material resembles the slightly smaller brain of the much
smaller hyrax." Then, bowever, she refers to the "long, arched suprasylvian sulcus"
of Procavia which actually should be called lateral sagittal sulcus. A much shorter
parasagittal sulcus, designated lateral sulcus, corresponds in our view to the medial
sagittal sulcus. The Orohippus brains as illustrated were not complete enough to
provide evidence of the sagittal pattern. The lower Eocene Eohippus brain (Fig. 13a)
however, shows the two sagittal sulci beyond any doubt. Again the medial one was
called lateral sulcus by analogy with the extant arcuate brain lateral sulcus, indeed
equivalence with only the anterior part of the latter is to be suggested. The lateral
sagittal sulcus of Eohippus, which was designated suprasylvian sulcus, shows a slightly
lateral convex bending. It is in such an anterior position as to probab,ly occupy the
sensorimotor region of this primitive mammal. In other words wbat in the older
paleoneurologic literature generally was called lateral and suprasylvian sulci in early
Tertiary fossil brains actually should better be designated medial and lateral sagittal
sulci, respectively.
In this context it appears that it was possible to solve the riddle of the meaning
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Fif!ure 12. Pedigree of the ~lIlcal pattern in enolution with final bifurcation into arcuate
pattern and ('oronal pattern !Jruin~. Crela('e(ju~: Li~~en('eJlhali(: hrain of l'rotoin<ectiyora.
compare with the recent Erinl/ceus. Eocene: Sagittal ]lattern brain of ance"tor!' of

LngulaLa. Carnivora and Prostimiae, compare with the recent Procada. Ih~(:cl:t: Arcuate
pattern brain (cat on left) and coronal pattem brain (Macaw on ri{!ht). l'iote the steady
downward mOI'Cmellt of the rhinal "ulcu~ (at the ventral horder of the Ileopallium) which
in the monk"y ha." \'al1j~hcd from the lateral·surface.
of the sagittal sulci of prosimians in lY),clicebus (Fig. 111 by our combined approach
,dth architectonic and electrophysiological methods. The main portion of these sulci
lies within the sensorimotor region. They delimit the cortical representations of
distinct body subdivisions. That is, the medial sagittal sulcus lies between the leg
and arm representations, amI the lateral one lies betll'een the arm and head representa·
tions.
Further evidence that the riddle of the prosimian sagittal sulcal pattern finds its
explanation by somatotopic subdivisions was found in the neurophysiological litera
ture. The long sulcus rectus of lemurs, apparently. equiyalent to the lateral sagittal
sulcus, was found by Vogt (190G) to separate motor hand and head areas. The same
is the case with the shorter sulcus rectus of Pcrodicticus (Zuckerman and Fulton,
1941). To designate this kind of sulci adequately we introduced the term "somato
topic sulci."
We will now elucidate the factors which are inyolved in specific'sulcus formation.
Coronal or sagittal p:rowth stress determines the general direction of developinp: sulci,
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Figure 13. Sagittal pattern brain" from Eocene. (a) Eohippus urain endocast. From
Edinger. 1941'1. Geology SOl'. Amer. ~Iemoir, 25. x 177 pp. (Il) Arc/oeron brain endo
ca~t. From Edinger. 1964. Amer. Zool.. 4:S·19.
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that is. yertical to the lines of stress. The particular site where this stress is exerted
requires another explanation, which was basically presented by Le Gros Clark. It
is known, that if a beam of uneven dimension is subjected to lateral compression,
there is a great concentration of stresses at the junctional zone where the material
changes in thickness or consistency. Once a'-deformation at such a borderline has
been initi.ated, the deflection of the lines of stress will increase the tendency still
farther. Since similar conditions obtain at the junctional margins between cortical
areas a plausible explanation is offered for the site of limiting sulci, e.g., of the
cortical zones of the primate frontal lobe (Fig. 1).
There is also neurophysiological evidence that surface indentations, shallow and
deeper ones, are the products of immediately adjacent evolving cortical areas (Welker
and Seidenstein, 1959; Welker and Campos, 1963). In the raccoon an extensive
behavioral use of the forepaws in manipulation and tactile exploration of the environ
ment is correlated with a relatively large cortical hand representation. Within this
region there is a discrete individual projection without any overlapping of single
digits and palm pads, and nearly all individual parts are separated on a somatotopic
basis by sulci, dimples, and spurs. The enlarged sensory somatic forepaw representa
tion of the raccoon moreover is separated by an anterior limiting sulcus from the
motor forelimb area, which implies that a partial equivalent of a central sulcus has
developed which is not found elsewhere in the arcuate pattern brain. /
Still further evidence for the relationship between development of limiting sulci
and local elaboration of cortical areas in association with development of specializa
tions of functions was presented by Woolsey (1959). A pertinent instance is the
appearance of two short limiting sulci between the greatly enlarged motor and sensory
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representations for the prehensile tail of Aides and the adjoining hindlimb representa
tions in precentral Msl and postcentral Sml. There is no doubt that these two limiting
sulci represent a new acquisition which occurred in connection with the very prominent
enlargement of the sensorimotor areas for the prehensile tail in this genus_
Summarizing these particular examples of somatotopic sulci, we can formulate
the rule: in evolution fast-growing cortical areas exert growth pressure at their
borderlines which, under conditions of counterpressure, brings limiting sulci into
appearance. Radinskr presented further convincing findings in extant prosimians
(1968b) and fossil and extant carnivores (1968a). The author himself created a
decisive prerequisite for the comparative study of endocranial casts hy improving
the latex casting technique, so that preparation of such casts can he done without
damaging the skulls. Another precondition is that the "faithfulness of reproduction
of external brain morphology appears to hold true for endocranial casts of all genera
of mammals except for the largest brained ones, such as cetaceans, elephants and large
primates" (Radinsky, 1968b) _ His pilot study comprised all but one of the extant
prosimian genera. Pertinent are the results on indriids vs. lemurids. The greater
outhulging of the area hetween the anterior section of medial and lateral sagittal
sulci in Ule former led the author, referring to our findings in Nycticcbus, to the
interpretation of a differential enlargement of motor hand area. It is telling that this
coincides \Iith a more a(h'anced frontalization of the eyes in the indriids than in the
lcmurids, for Ule combination of skill of the hands with stereoscopic vision (by
overlapping peripheral visual fields) is the most important trend in primate evolution.
It is the integration of hoth functions which is bound to the steadily gro\dng parietal
integration cortex of primates, culminating in mall.
In Ule oUler study Radinsky (] 963a) deals wiul enciocasts of living and fossil
otters, revealing particular elaborations of UIe gyral pattern of the sensorimotor regioll,
which can be correlated with somatic sensory specialization due to anatomical and
behavioral observations. In particular Radinsky found that ill those olter genera which
have a great reduction or loss of the claws of the hand, a special elaboration of the
cortical hand area has occurred. He could show by fossil endocasts that such speciali
zations developed as far back as about 10 million years ago. This somatotopic cortical
clabo ration has its behadoral correlate in that these small·clawed and clawless otters
feed mainly on crustaceans and molluscs rather than on fish and prohahly use their
hands for feeling around in mud and under stones to locate food ('Valker et aI.,
1964} -an amazing parallel to t.he conditions in the raccoon!
For the evaluation of the sulcal and gyral pattern of the otters Radinsky tl968a)
refers to the electrophysiological localization studies of Woolsey and eo· workers in
carnivores (Woolsey, 1959, containing further references) _ The most important per
tinent finding is the somatotopic character of Ule coronal sulcus, which in all genera
investigated separates somatic sensory and motor hand areas from head areas. This
proves that the coronal sulcus is equivalent to the lateral sag-ittal sulclls of prosimians.
Moreover, Woolsey (1959) demonstrated the somatotopic character of the short
sagittal sulci or fissurets of simians' sensorimotor region. In Old and .!'\e\l· World
monkeys Ule caudal spur of the areuate sulcus delimits the motor head from motor
hand areas, and in chimpanzee this somatotopic limit on the precentral gyrus is
continuous with the inferior frontal sulcus. In other words there is ohvious equh'alence
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iJetween the lateral sagittal sulcus of prosimians and this posterior spur of the monkey·s
arcuate sulcus as it is with the coronal sulcus of carnivores.
There are, however, in simian primates further obvious relics of the ancient
prosimian sagittal pattern. The superior precentral and postcentral sulci, both short
fissurets in New and Old World monkeys and chimpanzee, delimit hindlimb from
forelimb areas. These are obviously relics of the medial sagittal sulcus of prosimians.
The somatotopic significance of these relics of the ancient sagittal sulci in monkeys
is moreover confirmed by Dusser de Barenne's strychnine neuronographic studies
(1941, see Fig. 7b).
There are apparently relics of the ancient sagittal sulci even in the increasingly
expanding integration cortices of higher primates, including man. Since this appears
puzzling .in such highly differentiated cortical areas, we will discuss our view based
on comparati\-e neurology, of the frontal and parieto·occipito-temporal integration
cortices.
Because of the overwhelming growth of these integration cortices in higher
Frimates and particularly in man. and because of the difficulty in delineating these
limited areas <)f lower mammals Ibeside the motor and sensory areas 'I , the idea had
been put forward that the integration areas were principally later elaborations in
evolution than motor and sensory areas. Thus the latter were referred to as primary
regions and the former as secondary regions (Kuhlenbeck, 1923). The results of
Flechsig's myelogenetic investigation (1920) of the human cerebral cortex favor this
concept. Indeed. the motor and sensory areas are the lirst to differentiate in the
perinatal gradual maturation process of myelination of immediate subcortical pro
jection fibers. However, the Vogts (1919) had already stated the remarkable fact
that it is the areas with the heaviest definitive myelin content which begin to myelin ate
first. This is just the case with these primary sensory and motor areas. Obviously
this is a general ontogenetic counterrule which interferes with the biogenetic rule
of Haeckel. This counterrule appears to signify that such tissues or histological ele
ments which present a particularly high level of differentiation in the mature stage
begin to dilIerentiate irrespectively earlier in fetal life.': This leads to sequence
dislocations of the ontogenetic maturation process compared with the pertinent phylo·
genetic periods.
We can also refer to Bishop's findings which we summarized as "myelination
trend in evolution," that is, the finer myelinated fibers of related systems are basically
older in evolution than the heavier myelinated ones. This conclusion, of course, is
contradictory to the assumption that the primary sensory and motor areas are primary
in evolution. On the contrary, from this ensues that the koniocortices, which are the
heaviest myelinated cortical areas within the sensory regions, represent the most recent
stage in sensory cortex evolution and that the area gigantopyramidalis, which is the
heaviest myelinated motor area, represents the most recent stage in motor cortex
evolution, an inference which is likewise suggested by the highest architectonic spe·
cialization of these areas and is paralleUed by the highest functional specialization.
* Yakovlev and Lecours (1967), studying the whole myelogenetic cycles of the brain, came to
similar conclusions. "Those systems with special functional importance to a given species generally
appear earlier, hut have longer cycles of myelination than those systems with more universal and
less specific functions which differentiate later. but have shorter cycles of myelination."
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Moreover, we were able to trace the initial existence of the anterior and posterior
integration cortices in the neocortex of the European hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus).
This most primitive insectivore exhibits, together with the neocortex of representatives
of Chiroptera, the most primitive neocortex of placental mammals so far investigated.
Thus, what had been recognized as a main feature of neocortical evolution-the
appearance and immense growth of the integration cortices, particularly in the primate
series up to man,:-was actually not understood. Overwhelmed by this vast expansion
of apparently functionally silent regions, that
the integration cortices, and pre
occupied with their neuropathologic and psychopathologic analysis, or had overlooked
the fact that we are dealing with a typical feature of primates-the most generalized
neocortical structure is bound to become the enormousl'J prevailing one, with the
widest scope of further differentiation during life.
In this view, the presence of apparent relics of the ancient sagittal sulci in the
integration cortices, even of higher primates, can be expected. In the monkey's frontal
lobe it is the sulcus principalis which, after a short interruption by the paramotor
areas (Brodmann's 8) inside the arcuate sulcus, continues the direction of the motor
region relic of the lateral sagittal sulcus, that is, the posterior spur of the arcuate
sulcus (Fig. 7;. In apes and man we found, as already discussed, the inferior frontal
sulcus to be equivalent to the sulcus principalis. This assumption derived from the fact
that both sulci delimit the dorsomedial zone of the frontal granular cortex, marked by
the prevailing mediolimbic architectonic influence, from the ventrolateral zone, marked
by the prevailing insulolirnbic influence. The mediolimbic and insulolimbic directions
of differentiation could, however, also be traced within the precentral motor cortex
of man in the form of subdivisions (Sanides, 1962b 1. This showed that the basic
borderline through the precentral gyrus is located at the same level as in the prefontal
cortex, in continuation with tbe inferior frontal sulcus. In the somatotopic partitioning
of the human motor cortex this level corresponds to the limit between head and hand
representations. This is the case with the posterior spur of the arcuate sulcus of
the Aiacaca, and the same level is valid for the chimpanzee (Fig. 1-1.).
The superior frontal sulcus correspon{Is to the level of the limit between leg and
arm areas of the precentral gyrus and thus appears to correspond to the medial sagittal
sulcus of Nycticebus. A corresponding sulcus does not exist in the prefrontal granular
cortex of monkeys.
The re-sult of these considerations is that the inferior and superior frontal sulci
of man and apes are part·equivalents of the lateral and medial sagittal sulci of prosim
ians, the somatotopic significance of which we have clarified. This 'Sounds as if somato
topic partitioning also determines the character of the frontal integration cortex.""
Indeed, that this is so in architectonic terms could be shown in the parietal integration
cortex of Nycticebus. The somatic koniocortex (Ks =3b Vogts) exhibits a clear-cut
cytoarchitectonic tripartitioning into subdivisions corresponding to hindlimb, forelimb,
architectonic tripartitioning into subdivisions corresponding to hindlimb, forelimb,
and head areas, separated by the two sagittal sulci. These subdivisions distinguish
themselves prevalently by the size of the few efferent lamina V pyramidal cells within
* An application of tbi,; view of tbe primate prefrontal cortex is to bC'found in a paper hai',·d

on delayed response t"stin~ ablation cx[wrinwnts of r1w~lIS monkevs (San ide", and Sd,]itz. 19(,7).
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Figure 14. Brains of four primates (left. Old World: right. ~ew World) "hOI, ing
corre~ponding "omatopic sensorimotor "l1bdh·i~ion_' of \Is[. and SmI into head, forelimb,
and hindlimh are:J.5_ Note enlarged tail areas (black) in Ateif's. For limiting sulci see
lext. From Woolsey. 1959. In Structure and Function of the Cerebral Cortex. Eiseyier.

the otherwise light lamina V of area Ks. The largest are to be found in the hindlimb
area, intermediate ones in the forelimb area, and smaller ones in the face area. This
corresponds to the general experience in higher primates of a decrease in size of the
giant pyramidal cells in the area Gig from leg to arm area and an absence of such
giant pyramidal cells at all ill the face area.
Corresponding architectonic subdivisions, somatotopically correlated and sepa·
rated by the two sagittal sulci, were found also in the somatic parakoniocortex
(parK I Brodmann). Here the large lamina V pyramidal cells which are even
more numerous than in Ks show the same size differences between medial and lateral
subdivisions, as they are separated by the medial sagittal sulcus. A lateral subdivision
was not found in Nycticebus, since the parK fuses at this level with proK. In the cat,
however, all three subdivisions of parK corresponding to leg, arm, and head area with
the same gradation of size of the V lamina pyramidal cells as in Ks could be demon·
strated. In both Nycticebus and cat in the caudally contiguous parietal integration
cortex corresponding architectonic subdivisions could he traced. The somewhat smal·
ler and denser lamina V pyramidal cells of these areas show the same gradation in
size between medially, intermedially, and laterally.
.
It is important that the sulcus intraparietalis which plays the limiting role between
the apparent leg subdivision and the apparent arm subdivision of the parietal integra
tion cortex is located at the level of the medial sagittal sulcus. And that in some of
the slow loris specimens investigated (Krishnamurti, 1966) it is a direct caudal
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continuation of the medial sagittal sulcus. The intraparietal sulcus of higher primates,
in the corresponding location, then, appears to be equivalent to this part of the medial
sagittal sulcus. Even in man, the similar cytoarchitectonic findings of the parietal
integration areas are known and are parallelled by the myelin content, which decreases
with the diminution of the average cell size ventrally from the intraparietal sulcus
(Hopf and Vitzthum, 1957). From the neuropathologic point of view, Schaltenbrand
(1950) even designated the superior parietal lobule as part of his "leg brain" and
the inferior parietal lobule as part of his "arm brain" with the intraparietal limiting
sulcus separating them.
The evidence of the equivalence of the proslmlan somatotopic sagittal sulci in
higher primates and in extant carnivores is based not only on gross morphology but
also on architectonics and electrophysiological results. For evaluation of the gyral
pattern of fossil brains we will of course always depend on extrapolations concerning
the functional character of area delimited by certain sulci.
After our presentation of Le Gros Clark's theoretical deductions of the develop·
ment of the sulcal pattern and after our generalizations based on the interdisciplinary
approach to the prosimian sagittal pattern, it may be justified to interpret the three
early Tertiary fossil brains \\'hich are paradigms of our pedigree of the sulcal pattern
in c\'olution, Eohippus (Fig. I :1a), l\otostylops, and Arclocyon (Fig. 13h L as marked
by the same type of somatotopic sagittal sulci as the prosimians (Fig. 111.
Concerning the endocranial cast of the notoungulate l\otostYlops of LO\\'er Eocene
age, Edinger (l9·1·l)! ghes the follo\ling account of the configuration of the hemi·
sphere: "The small neopallium had only two, more or less distinct longitudinal sulci
and possibly a Sylvian fissure." The endocranial cast of Arctocyon of Upper Paleo·
cene displays the same pattei'll. and Arctocyallidae were ancestral to all later Car
nivora. as Eohippus lIas to Equidae. *
To secure the general validity of the somatotopic character of the sagittal sulci
in fossil brains ancestral to cxtant arcuate p:tttern brains it appears important to
examine the same in nonprosimians, that ~s, in the few recent aberrant primitive
mammals mentioned above, using electrophysiologieal and / or cytoarchitectonic
methods.
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And Visual Areas
THE SENSORIMOTOR AREAS

Since the discovery of the secondary sensory and motor representations, the
classic scheme of the motor, somatie sensory, auditory, and visual cortical areas has
been fundamentally shaken. A new array including the additional representations has,
in spite of the increasing amount of detailed knO\dedge on the sensory input areas, not
'" In a recent publication on "Outlines of canid and fdid lorain c-volution" (Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci.
167 :277·288, 1969) Radinsh illustrated the endocast of ~lesperocyon, the )11dest known specimen
of the canid family of Carnivora from the IIliddle Oligocene. This fossil ,brain still shows the two
su!!ittal sulci pallern with (lnly incipient arching of the lateral Ollt'.
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yet heen found. This state of affairs appears not too much changed since Bucy's
~penlng Ternarks to the second edition of the great monograph The Precentral Motor
Corle_,; (1949) which he edited:
"The discovery of the second motor and sensory centers by Adrian (1941),
Woolsey (1943, 1944) Woolsey and Wang (194S), and Sugar, ChllSid, and
French (1948) is one of the mo~t intriguing new developments. As yet, how
c\-er. our understanding of the:3c is not i-llflicient to allow us to correlate their
activity with the activity of other cortical and subcortical centers."
Our cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic studies of the sensorimotor region
in se\-eral primates which in the prosimian Nycticebus were correlated with a micro
electrode recording study, as well as our cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic
studies on the taste areas in Saimiri and M acaca which were correlated with Benjamin
and Co-\\'orker's systematic electrophysiological studies, provide a basis for new
discussion of the pertinent data of the literature.' These will be confronted with our
concept of neocortex evolution.
Considering our ur-trends of differentiation in evolution from archicortex via
the cingulate gyrus medially and from paleocortex via the insula laterally, it was COll
ceived that the supplementary motor (NIp\) representation (fig. 19), lying in the
medial phylogenetic trend, is an earlier stage of motor control, and the second somatic
sensory (SmII) representation lying in the lateral ph ylogenetic trend is an earlier
stage of sensory control than the respecti\'e classic representations .
As we stated in 1962b, ;vIpl, as discovered by Penfield and Rasmussen in man
(1952), actually lies mainly in the paralimbic zone (PIZ, Figs. 1 and 26) of our
human map, that is, in an intermediate stage of architectonic differentiation between
anterior cingular Pro and F mZ. SmII corresponds in its location to a parinsular zone
(PiZ) on the inside of the central operculum, which in architectonic terms is inter
mediate between the insular Pro and the postcentral Sm!.
When we, in our frontal lobe monograph !1962b) formulated the hypothesis for
the additional sensorimotor representations we had no knowledge of the important
paper about the somatic areas I and II of Woolsey and Fairman (1946) who, on elec
trophysiological grounds concerning SmII and All, came to a similar assumption as
we did:
"Duality, therefore, appears to he a general principle of cortical organization.
The position of somatic and auditory areas II between the rhinencephalon and
insula on the one hand and the more highly differentiated areas I on the other
suggests that the 'second' areas may be phylogeneticallv more ancient and
primitive."
The microelectrode recording study of Nycticebus' somatic sensory cortex
(Figs_ 11 and 15) revealed a fundamental correlation between morphologic and cyto
architectonic features and projection patterns from peripheral recej>tive fields. Thus
we actually succeeded in outlining architectonic ally a parinsular: area, proK, repre
senting SmII. As a particular feature we found this area partly responsive to auditory
stimuli, another indication of the limited specialization compared with the so-called
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Fi!!llre 15. Cyloan:hiteclonic map o[ sen~orimotor. ingular, limhic, and ]lrdrontai regions
o[ Nrcticcbus. See Table 1 for ahhre\'iations and Figure 9 [or equivalent areas in Brod·
mann'~ nomenclature. From Sanides and Krishnamurti. 1967. J. Hirnforsch .. 9:225·252.

primary areas. This overlappin~ of somatic and auditory receptiYe units in SmII
previously has been systematically explored in the cat by Berman fl96la, b).
Since jI,iycticebus still possesses an exposed insular cortex. (better designated
cluustrocortex, after Brockhaus, 1940), with the exception of a caudal fringe coyerec1
by a small temporal operculum, it offers the unique opportunity of studying the
lateral uf·tremL within which Sm II lies. without interference ~of sulci or opercula, up
to the somatic koniocortex of the head area (Fig. Hi). BC2innin" at the anterior
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claustrum (Cl) underlying claustrocortex, and
contiguous somatic fields (proK and Ks) ; pAW,
insular peri allocortex with lam. diss. (b), Pris
insular somatic proisocortex; (a) and (b)
overlap, see inset. x 30. From Sanides and
Krishnamurti. 1967. J. Hirnfofsch., 9:225·2:=;2.
rhinal sulcus, the borderline to the paleocortex (allocortex primitivus), we find as a
first step the insular pAll which is composed essentially of two-cell-strata with a more
prominent inner one and a rather inconspicuous lamina dissecans (If) in between.
Both strata show a cell condensation externally. The outer lamina'~,m be traced to
the dense cell band of the paleocortex beyond the rhinal sulcus. In pAll this cell band
is in the position of a second layer, though composed of densely packed multiform
cells which are larger than granule cells. These cell condensations fade out towards the
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area limit to the proisocortex (Pris). Nevertheless, in Pris the layer II cells remain
coarser than in contiguous proK.
In addition Pris is somewhat less prominent on the inner stratum, and instead
of the lamina dissecans an incipient granular lamina IV appears. At the area limit
of proK (i.e., SmII) the emphasis switches to the outer stratum where laminae II,
III, and IV are almost fused. Laminae II and IV are composed partly of small
pyramidal cells and partly of granule cells. Lamina V exhibts medium-sized pyra
midal cells on a lighter background. Lamina VI is again denser and composed of
medium-sized cells.
We can summarize the pre\-ailing trends as a shift of emphasis from inner to
outer stratum and a stepwise granularization. This also holds true for the transition
of proK to Ks. Here the granularization reaches it" maximum with almost complete
fusion of laminae II, III, and IV, resulting in the dense outer stratum. Lamina V is
light since it has less pyramidal cells than proK. The dense lamina VI is composed of
smaller cells.
Thus we recognize proK, the area of the SmII representation, to be an inter
mediate step between insular proisocortex (Pris) and Ks; i.e., it is, compared \\-ith
Ks, preliminary in ;rranularization, preliminary in the density of the outer stratum
(laminae II, HI, and IV" and preliminary in the lightening of lamina V. In all
these features \\e !lote proK as an area of much lesser specialization than Ks. Hence
we referred to it as a "prokoniocortex'- (proK), occupying part of the parillsular zone.
Similarly a paralimhic zone (Fig. 151 is delineated ,,-ith intermediate areas (PIs,
Pig, Plpr, PI pal between Pro of the cingulate gyrus (Prim and Prls) and the pertinent
com-exity areas. This zone probably containsl\Ipl, although this has Hot yet been
established in l\:!'cticcbus. The intermediate stage of this zone can be recognized in
Fi;rure 17 in its location within the medial ur-trend. In the lower left we see the
dorsal part of the cingulate gym" with pAil and limbic motor proisocortex (Prim).
Adjacent to pAll Ycnlrally would be the \e!'ligiu hippocampi. The periallocortex is,
as the insular one, composed of two cell strata with a more prominent inner one.
There is no lamina dissccans. As in the insular cortex, a bandlike condensation of
cells appears at the surface. It is composed of densely packed small multiform cells,
which arc larger than granule cells. This cell band can be easily traced through the
proisocortex (Prim) to the botlom of the cingulate sulcus where it disappears at the
transition with the paralimbic Plpr. Area Prim exhibil:5, as does the anterior cingulate
gyrus in higher primates, a particularly light lamina III. Its dense medium-sized V
pyramidal cells fuse "ith the dense VI. In Plpr the dense V is composed of somewhat
larger pyramidal cells standing out against a lighter VI. Lamina III increases COD
sidcrably in its width and in the size of its pyramidal ceHs. The increase of the size
of lamina V and lamina III pyramidal cells continues, as in higher primates, into
area Gig.
Before we discuss further data of the combined architectonic-electrophysiological
approach to the somatic sensory region of IVycticcbus, a comment is included on our
lIomenclature as it is used in our maps (Figs. 9, 151. The sequence of the numbers
u"ed to llallIe Brodmann':; \\ell-known areas was determined.-bY the orcier of the
appearance of each architectollic area in the horizontal serial sections of the human
hrain ~llTall!"ecl from the crown to the hase. The numbers hare_ as such, no reference
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Figure 17. Coronai section of Nycticebus through anterior cingulate gyrus and adjacent
motor cortex, pAIl 1, limbic peri allocortex ; PrIm, limbic motor proisocortex; PIpr,
paralimbic premolor area, x 28. From Sanides and Krishnamurti. 1967. J. Hirnforsch.,
9:225·252.

to architectonic or functional qualities of the fields. Also, the paralimbic and parinsular
areas were not yet detected hy Brodmann, since emphasis was still laid on the convexity
areas.
e. and O. Vogt (1919), by combining stimulation experiments in Macaca with
architectonic controls, subdivided some of Brodmann's fields which have hecome well
estahlished, e.g., area 6ba, the mastication field at the base of the precentral motor
cortex. However, the adding of a suffix to an area gives the impr;~sion that it is only
a subarea of a major area. The dorsal parts of Brodmann's area 6, that is, 6aa and'
6af3 have quite a different character functionally and architectonically. They are
agranular and serve complex movements, whereas 6ba is dysgranular. Thus Brod.
mann's area 6 breaks up into incommensurable units.
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Considering these fallacies in the current inadequate nomenclature we introduced
our own nomenclature utilizing pertinent architectonic features, topology of the areas,
and as far as possible functional correlates. In Saimiri almost all subdivisions as
outlined by the Vogts in i',,[acaca (Fig. 7a) could be found again, and both nomencla
tures are included in Figure 9.
Of significance is the partitioning by the Vogts of Brodmann's somatic area 3
into 3a and 3b. We refer to 3b as somatic koniocortex, Ks, since it forms the hyper
granular core of the somatic sensory region. Such a hypergranular core is also typical
for the visual regions, i.e., visual koniocortex, K \', and for the auditory region, i.e_,
auditory koniocortex, Ka. Area 3a shows rather intermediary character between Ks
and
; that
it exhibits more V pyramidal cells than Ks but is less granular than
Ks, Therefore we designated this area intersensorimotor area, Ism,
also
its double function. With its less specialized sensory character Ism resembles the
posterior somatic belt which we call parakoniocortex (parK). In Saimiri as in all
simian primates so far investigated there are two fields in this belt, Brodmann's
area I and 2, whereas in parK in ,Nycticebus only one clear-cut area was differentiated
whieh exhibted at its caudal border a small magnocellular rim suggestive of an area
"in statu nascendi.'· The term koniocortex also refers to a general field border·
a koniocortex: it is distinguished by its conspicuously large p~'ramidal cells 111
lamina I lie (San ides and Hoffman, 19691.
\\'e have no\\" to consider some details of the electrophysiological results in
lY),Cliccbus and their relationship to the somatic sensory partitioning. For evaluation
of the cortical points responsive to the peripheral tactile stimulus the relative size of
the receptive field. the modality, and the ability to drive clusters of units were decisive.
;Haximal responses of this type were confined to the core of the somatic sensory
region. i.e .. Ks. Somatic sensory responses ,,-ere also found in penetrations in the
areas lI"hich border Ks rostrally and caudally. that is, in area Ism and parK (Fig. 181,
respectively; here, hO\l'e\"er, light mechanical stimulation was ineffective, relatively
strong mechanical stimulation was required to elicit activity. An evoked surface posi
the ware was found in these areas as in 1.:s, but units here were not so reliably
drinl1 as in Ks, and their peripheral receptive fields ,\"ere larger. Thus the highest
arch;tectonic specialization, i.e., the koniocortex, was correlated with the highest
func:,ional specialization, pro\-iding the largest sensory discriminative power.
To complete the description of ll/ycticebus' somatic sensory region we have to
mention the small paralimbic field PIs (Fig. 15) which resembles the intermediate
field Ism but has more densely packed lamina Va pyramidal cclls, which can be
considered a characteristic of the anterior limbic lobe. A common feature of area
Pis and area Ism is the occurrence of single unusually slender large pyramdial cells
in lamina Vb which strongly resemble the conspicuous rod cells of the anterior limbic
in man.
Thus somatic koniocortex appears surrounded by four related granular fields
15). Three of them-the parinsular prokoniocortex (proK), the caudal para·
koniocortex (parK), and the oral intermediate area (Ism)-have somatic input,
while the paralimbic one (PIs) is possibly a part of the supplementary sensory
representation of Penfield and Rasmussen (1952). This is simila,r to the architectoni-
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cally and physiologically based concept of the auditory region of the cat (Rose and
\Voo!::;ey, 1949). Rose and Woolsey proposed a fourfold partitioning such that the
central koniocortical field AI is surrounded by three fringe areas which are architec
tonic transitions to the neighboring areas and are known also to receive auditor~'
input. One of these is the parinsular All which we classify as prokoniocortex. The
fringe areas have, apart from the direct auditory input, corti.cocortical connections
with the central primary field.
According to our findings in man, which will be discussed later, such a ringlike
organization around a core koniocortex holds true also for the visual region. In this
region, there are tll'O concentric fringe areas (18 and 19 Brodmann's) for which
direct visual input and corticocortical connections from the striate area have been
demonstrated. To these can be added a visual prokoniocortex, designated prostriate
area. which we found ill a parasplenial location. RostraUy, it completes the ring
around the striate area.
The uniqueness of the somatic sensory and of the precentral motor regions lies
in the fact that they are based on both sides on proisocorte:c Le., the dorsal claustro
cortex and the anterior limbic cortex, to which they are linked by parinsular fields
laterally and paralimbic Gelds medially. This suggest~ a differentiation from both
ur-trends. Another peculiaritv is that these two regions possess a common fringe area
in the intermediate field Ism.
The auditory and visual regions, on the other hand, with their respective parinsu
lar lAIn and paralimbic (prostriatal links appear differentiated from one focus of
origin only-the auditory region from caudoinsular cortex, the visual region from
caudolimbic cortex .
The ringlike arrangements of the mammalian neocortical ~omatic sensory, motor.
auditory, and visual regions and their relation to the ur·trends of neocortex differen
tiation will be discussed below.
1'\ow we have to consider our pertinent findings in the 1'\ew World monkey Saimiri
which will be compared with findings in the Old World rhesus monkey. The ringlike
organization of the somatic sensory and of the motor region holds true for both
animals. In spite of the special New World monkey configuration with rostral pro
truding of the face representations, the somatic and motor fields exhibit similar archi
tectonics in both monkeys. In the fringe of the premotor fields which surround area
Gig in Saimiri (Fig. 9) the most rostral agranular .~eld, preM!, will be discussed. As
in other primates we distinguished at the medial surface in Saimiri a paralimbic field,
pIM, with very dense, smaller lamina V pyramidal cells. Area preMI, contiguous to
the latter following the limbic ur-trend, exhibits somewhat larger and looser lamina V
pyramidal cells. However, their great density as a limbic feature as compared with
the other motor fields has prompted us to give the area the suffix 1. For the equivalent
field 6af3 in jVIacaca the Vogts noted particularly adversive movements which were
elicited at the lowest thresholds, whereas in the caudally adjacent area6aa. these move
ments could be elicited only at a higher threshold. The Mpl representation, as described
by Penfield and Rasmussen in man (1952), corresponds grossly to' our paralimbic zone.
In Macaca, Woolsey (1958) found the same location of Mp! on the medial surface,
with little encroachment upon the convexity (Fig_ 19), Here, too, it corresponds mainly
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Figure 19. Diagram of neuro
physiologic mapping of the
sensorimotor regions in AI a
eaca_ lIU and SI, classic pre
central and postcentral senso
rimotor representations. SIl,
parinsular somatic; MIl, para
limbic motor representations.
From Woolsey, C. N. In
Schaltenbrand and Woolsey
eds_. "Cerebral Localization
and Organization. CMadison,
The University of Wisconsin
Press 1964, pp_ 17-32.)

to our paralimbic field and encroaches, particularly with the peripheral parts of the
arm representation, UpOI! 6af3. Thus only Mpl in Saimiri appears to encroach so far
upon the surface to cover the whole of preMI.
In our concept, plM -and prel\Il are parts of the motor belt surrounding the
highest specialized motor core, area Gig, plM remaining in a paralimbie stage and
pre;\I1 being differentiated further. The confiicting physiologic findings raise the
question whether the so-called adversi\'e mO\-emenls elicited by the convexity parts
of 6af3 in Alacaca by the Vogts (1919) correspond actually to the reactions elicited by
the area designated as supplementary motor area at the same site in Saimiri (Benjamin
and Welker, 1957)_
The unsolved question of the cortical motor patterns can be attributed to the
fact that the electrical excitation of motor rewonses is still the most unphysiologic
method among the neurophysiologic techniques of investigating the {;erebral cortex.
From quite another approach, that of hodology of cortical fiber connections, a strong
argument for the entity of the supplementary motor representation in a paralimbic
site is provided by Pandya and Kuypers (1969) in Macaca. Using the Nauta tech
nique, they found, after ablation of the second sensory area, numerous degenerating
fibers projecting: to the site of the ipsilateral Mpl at the medial wall of the hemisphere_
We had already postulated such connections_ In our view, the present stage of sensori
motor organization, with the classic precentral motor and postcentral somatic regions
flanked medially by paralimbic supplementary motor and ventrolaterally by parinsular
second sensorimotor areas, is preceded in evolution by a stage where the paralimbic
and parinsular representations were still contiguous. Therefore interaction of both
original motor and sensory areas by subcortical connections was strongly suggested
Thus in the results of Kuypers and Pandya, we can recognize a suggestion that th("
convexity cortex of the motor fringe areas are fundamentally diffevent from the area~
on the medial wall of the hemisphere. This is in line with our architectonic findings-
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THE CORTICAL TASTE .VERVE AREAS

The taste projections to the cortex ha\'e been im"cstigated by Benjamin and
co-workers in a series of electroplJvsiological studies (Benjamin and Pfaffmann, 1955;
Benjamin and Akert, 1959: Benjamin. 1963: Benjamin ami Burton, 1903; Benjamin
et al.. 1(63). Our architectonic studies are correlated with their findings in Saillliri
(Sanides, 190m and with unpublished data in Macaca. By courtesy of the authors
we had occasion to study micr05copically se\~eral of the experimental brains and to
examine the two sites !I) the surface area and (2) the opercular/insular cortex:
which yielded positive responses to the stimulation of the taste nerves (chorda tympani
and lingual·tonsillar branch of glossopharyngeus'i. In this way we identified the
gustatory ner\"e projection areas 011 the com'exity of the hemisphere as coinciding
mainly witlI Ks. with the tongue representation. This and the deep gustatory nen'e
input area \,"ere re\"ealed as a \\ell,defined granular field at the anterior border of the
insula (Figs. 9 anc! 20) occupying main Iy the most rostral inner aspect of the froutal
operculum. The relationship of these areas to the sensorimotor partitioning will he
dest:ribecl in order lo arrh"e at an e\"aluatiOll of their differential stage in the context
of our concept of neocortex e\'olution.
The deep pure taste area_ C. turned out to be a roslral continuation of the
pm insular helt I containing more caudally the somatic prokoniocortex. corresponding
to SmII \. We hal'e lirst to pursue the course of the latter through insular and opercubr
cortex. In electropln'siological studies of the somatic sensory areas in SaimirL
Bellj amin alld \V e1ker t19.'iil found the leg and trunk representation of SmIl on
the caudal half of the insular eortex in that section without an underlying claustrum.
The architectonic particularity of this insular section against the yentral Pro is reyealed
strikingly in Figure 6 by its increa:<e in myelin content. III cytoarchitectonics it
exhibits its character as a prokoniocorlex .t in contrast to the yentral proisocortexi
by an increase of granular lamina IV and decrease of the lamina V pyramidal cells.
Some arm representation was found on the contiguous inside operculum, but for
technical reasons it was not traced further forward. As far as face representation
was foulle! in the upper bank of the Syldan fissure, it corresponds at this level to
area parK2. Hence, it has to be designated. not as part of SmII (as was originally
done), but as part of the outer somatic belt of SmI.
Microelectrode studies by Benjamin (personal communication) revealed that the
tongue representation of SmII occupies the more rostral parts of the inside of the
operculum, which are formed by proK. It is in this location that gustatory area G
emerges at the le\'el of Horsley-Clarke coordinate A13 to occupy about 3 mm length
of the inside of the operculum rostrad up to AI6. In its rostral half, area G encroaches
within the insula into the region of the levelling off of the sulcus circularis and
extends rostrally to the caudo-orbital cortex, At the upper lip of the Sylvian fissure
area Gis cOlltiguous 11) with a subdivision of proK, (2) with proM (corresponding
to caudal half of 6b{3 Vogts), and (3) with parM, that is with the oper.cular subdivision
of the slightly granular paramotor helt of the prefrontal cortex (Fig.9).
The insular cortex, which abuts against area G in the depth of the sulcus circularis,
corresponds to an anterior light granular section of the insular Pro which we could
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(I). showing gustatory area G, and somatic areas IlroK, Ks, Ism, x 37. From Sanides.

1968. Brain Res., 8:97-124.
I
I

also distinguish in Macaca from a dysgranular middle section wiIh an accentuated
dense lamina V which ma), be related to the precentral motor cortex.
Archilectonieally, area G is the rostral part of the parinsular belt (Fig. 20). It
differs from proK by finer and lighter staining granules in I-amina IV, smaller granu
loid cells in lamina II, and a somewhat lighter lamina V. On the other hand, area G
appears to be not as specialized as the somatic Ks. Rather it approaches the adjacent
paramotor area of the prefrontal cortex and is best characterized as an intermediate
step between the anterior light granular insular Pro and thus part of Ihe prefrontal
cortex.
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The basic tripartitioning of the insular proisocortex has been recognized pre
viously only in man by Brockhaus (19-10). It appears important that this tripartition.
in;!; is also valid for Saimiri and Jiacaca. This recalls an older general observation of
th; Vogts (1919) who noted that the different sections of the insula reflect in their
architectonics the different adjacent con"exity regions. This. however, is also basically
true for the limbic lobe: this means that in the stage of proisocortex differentiation the
areal architectonic partitioning of the adjacent neocortical belt is anticipated.
It is an intriguing result of these studies that the pure taste area G appears as
one root of prefrontal cortex differentiation. To emphasize the remarkable fact that
this is already anticipated in the insular pro isocortex we designated this fine granular
part of the insular cortex prefrontal insula.
In conclusion. the gustatory input has its main representation in the older par·
insular belt rostral to SmII, whereas the gustatory surface projection onto the tactile
tongue representation of SmI appears to be an associati\"e function with the latter.
Only tactile discrimination, audition, and vision-the sharper localizing and objecti
fying senses-are represented in recent mammals in so·called primary areas with
highest specialized cores of koniocortex. The other chemical sense, olfaction, is repre
sented in the paleocortex itself, which forms one base of the original telencephalon
in early vertebrates.
Investigations of the pertinent regions of Macaca sho\,"ed very similar relations to
Saimiri IFig. 21). Also here area G (1) encroaches partly upon the anterior fine
granular insula, (2) occupies the broad depth of the sulcus circularis and (3)
occupies the inside of the rostral operculum. By courtesy of Dr. Benjamin. who
allowed an examination of an experimental brain with tracks of the deep gustatory
nen"e respollses, we also could establish that these responsi,"e loci were lying pre\'a·
lently in area G, that is, particularly in the deeper parts around the bottom of the
sulcus circularis. In the hemispheres of two monkeys we made a striking observation.
Within area G in the depth of the opercular wall we found a koniocortex foclIs charac
terized by an accumulation of granule cells in laminae II and IV, a light lamina V.
and a dense lamina VI (Fig. 21). This could be confirmed in adjacent myelin·stained
sections in that this clear-cut focus shows a sharp increase in mj'elination compared
with the otherwise faint myelination of area G in which it is lying. This requires
further studies in other brains. However, we can regard it as a remarkable phenome·
non that in area G, a subdivision of the parinsular stage of Macaca's neocortex, a
premature koniocortex focus can be found.
A small koniocortex-like subdivision, 68gr in Vogts area 68, was described hy
Gerhardt (1938, 1940) in man and chimpanzee in the depth of the central operculum.
Patton and Ruch (1946) referred to this a..'l a possible taste area. This poorly mye·
linated area (Gerhardt, 1938) is located too far caudally to he equivalent to area G.
The poor myelination would also he in contrast to our finding of a koniocortex focus
in area G in Macaca and to the general observation of maximum myelination of
koniocortices. von Bonin and Bailey (1947) show in their work on Macaca a corre·
sponding spot to area 63 gr in the depth of the opercular wall adjacent to the insula.
This possible koniocortex focus lies too far caudally, namely below the tip of the
central sulcus, whereas area G also in Macaca has its caudal limit approximately in
the level of the rostral limit of Ks.
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Fi7ltre 21. Coronal ~ectjon of Macaw through central operculum and insular cortex
(I), with gustatory area G, and motor areas proM, 1h, and Mim. Inset of adjacent

myelin-stained (Heidenhaini section, !'howing the same areas in myeloarchitectonics. I\ote
koniocortex focus F in the large picture, corresponding to heavily myelinated focus F in
the inset; arc i, inf. arcuate sulcus, x 27.
Among the preyious inYeSligalors of the cytoarchitectonics of the sensorimotor
in Macaw Dilly RoberLs and Akert (1963) included the inside of the opercular
corlex in their sLudies. Their area Ofo on the rostral inside of. the frontal operculum
corresponds mainly Lo our tasLe area G. Their Plate I 5ho\\"5 a good agreement with
our oULlines. III more rostral levels Roherts alld Akert included within area Ofo the
external opercular paramotor area. This first prefrontal ar~a corresponds to the
anterior half of 6b,B VO;!ts and has !;'ome resemblance Lo area G because G is inter
mediate to parM in the difTerclltial Lrend from the prefrontal insula.
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This inclusion of opercular area parM is the rea~oll why ablation of area 0[0
resulted in retrograde degeneration of the ventral part of the paralamellar portion
of the dorsomedial nucleus of the thalamus. Area G itself receives only sustaining
input from the yentromedial complex (Benjamin and Burton, 19681.
Thus the pure gustatory area G in Macaca is also located beneath proM (caudal
half of Vogt's 6b,81 and is conti~uous orally with the paramo tor belt of the prefrontal
cortex. Accordin~ to its location and architectonic character, area 68 of the Vogts
with its hypergranular focus in man and chimpanzee (and the area described ahove
in Macaca') appears to be the somatic prokoniocortex, corresponding to SmII.

THE JlISUAL AUEAS

The primates priority on nSlOn can be recognized not only in the frontalization
of the orbits in e\'olution almost up to a sagittal plane of the medial orbital wall in
catarrhines, but also in the enormous expansion of the visual cortex, and in the highest
specialized character of its koniocortex, the area striata. Oniv primates have such a
striate area, marked by the strikingly myelinated Gennari's line. that is, an accentuated
outer stripe of Baillarger which is not accompanied by an inner stripe of Baillarger
(Fig. 22). In myeloarchitectonic nomenclature this type is referred to as singulostriate.
The granularization reaches its maximum in the area striata with a particular elabora
tion of lamina IV.
A ringlike structure for the yisual region in primates was already established by
Brodmann I I!JO{) 1 . After his maps one had the impression that the parastriate area
ID and the perislriate area 19 surround the striate area 17 as a complete double ring.
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Figure 22. Diagram of main types of myeloarchitectonics of the isocortex. Left, bistriate;
middle, singulostriate; right, unistriate.
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Concerning the rostral end of the striate area, which is hidden in the depth of the
common trunk of the calcarine fissure and parieto-occipital fissure, Brodmann was
rather cautious in describing the ring by areas 18 and 19. The first to challenge this
apparent closed ring of area 18 and 19 around 17 at the anterior, i.e., paralimbic,
end of the striate area was Pfeifer, who depending on his excellent angioarchitectonic
method prepared a complete atlas of the angioarchitectonics of the cerebral cortex in
Macaca (1940). He could demonstrate that the striate area at the rostral end is actually
contiguous with areas of limbic character and is not surrounded br areas 18 and 19.
Our comprehensive cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic studies on the visual
region of man and preliminary studies in chimpanzee (Sanides and Vitzthum, 1965;
Vitzthum and Sanides, 1(66) led us to a similar conclusion. Contiguous to the anterior
end of the striate area in the walls of the trunk of the calcarine fissure, which delimits
the isthmus of the limbic lobe, neither areas 18 nor 19 are located but a limbic type area
with slight myelination, accentuation of the lamina II, and single limbic cells (Figs.
23 and 24). On the other hand, this area belongs to the rare singulostriate type, of
which the striate area is the extreme. For a limbic region this area which rostrall}'
borders the striate area is at the same time rather granular and has a rather light
lamina V. Thus it exhibits actually a combination of limbic and striata-like features.
Seen in the conlext of the limbic ur-trend of differentiation is appears as an inter
mediate stage between the periarchicortex of the entorhinal region and the pre
subiculum anteriorly and the striate area posteriorly (Fig. 23).
This topology and the p~culiar architectonics prompted us to designate this area
"prostriata," suggesting that we are dealing here with a similar prokoniocortex as
the parinsular second somatic and second auditory ones. This assumption proved to
he in striking agreement with findings of MacLean and co-workers in microelectrode
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Figure 23. Diagram of the medial aspect of the human hemisphere with area striata

(small dots) and two continuous singulostriate limbic areas surrounding the entorhinal
region (E): prostriata (medium dotted) _ anterior V-accentuated area (large dotted).
After Vitzthllm and Sanides. 1966. In Evolution of the Forebrain. Thieme.
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studies in Saimiri with photic stimulation (Casey et aL, 1965; Cuimod et al., 1965).
Examining wider areas of the limbic lobe they found a short latency visual receiving
area with a corresponding extension from the entorhinal region to the striate area,
which is obviously equivalent to the prostriata as described by us in man and confirmed
in chimpanzee. Thus it is a visual ProK, the prostriata, which closes the parastriate
and peristriate ring around the area striata, the visual Ks. One peculiarity of the
prostriata, compared with SmII, All, and the supplementary motor and sensory repre·
sentations, lies in the fact that we encounter here already in the stage of the proiso·
cortex a prokoniocortex area which in general is located in the paralimbic/parinsular
belts. That may be an indication of the close affiliation of the visual system with
the limbic lobe, as conceived by MacLean (Gergen and ;VIacLean, 1964).
We have also to think about the entorhinal region, which is extremely elaborate
in higher primates, as an example of an older cortical structure with possibilities for
further growth and differentiation or specialization. It is difficult to speculate when
this intricate temporal addition to the periarchicortex has arisen. Howeyer. it is sug·
gested that this occurred later than the development of the simple periarchicortical
presubiculum. This could be the phylogenetic reason why we encounter a proK, the
prostriata. at the entorhinal junction. The prostriata may be classified as part of the
paralimbic/parinsular growth ring which contains also the other prokoniocorlices.
Finally we have to add that the area striata presents throughout its rostral to
caudal range from its parulimbic border to the occipital pole several grades of mYe·
lination with a maximum in the prepolar sile (Fig. 2~t I. These grades are paralleled
by a corresponding increase of cell size in the nongranular layers. The polar and
prepolar area striata with their highest myelin content correspond to the central vision
(macular region), which is phylogenetically most recently acquired. On the other
hand the slightly myelinated oral part of the area striata corresponds to the temporal
crescent which in the primates forms the remainder of phylogenetically ancient
monocular vision; the middle sections of the area striata with medium myelination
correspond to the binocular periphery of the fields of vision.
One can consider Fig. 24 to be an excellent example of the myelination trend in
evolution, from the slightly myelinated prostriata through the heavily myelinated
macular region of the striate area.
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The data and ideas deVeloped in the forgoing sections will be synthesized here
to elaborate the concept of neocortex evolution. New pertinent material including
Golgi studies of specimens of Insectivora, Chiroptera, and Rodentia will be presented,
providing further support of this concept.
The new approach to the evoilltion and eventual definition of the mammalian
neocortex resulted from a new combined application of cytoarchitectonics and myelo·
architectonics of the cerebral cortex as a tool for tracing differential trends of evolu·
tionary significance in a series of primates and lower mammals. A pioneer in using
the cytoarchitectonic method in such a sense was Abbie , who elaboratino0 on Dart's
concept of the duality of the neocortex, demonstrated in monotremes and marsupials
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differential trends from the archicortex and paleocortex, resulling in two different
moieties of the cerebrulneo·cortex. In llis second article on this subject Abbie f)942 'I
speaks very descriptively of "successive waves of circumferential differentiation"
away from the hippocampus on the Olle hand and away from the paleocortex on the
otllcr. And this is exactly "hat \\e ha\'e demonstrated in a broad spectrum of Eutheria.
and for what \\e would like to propose the term "growth riugs of the neocortex:'
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THE PERlAI.LOCORTE.'\. AS FIRST GROWTH RING OF THE NEOCORTEX

By now "'e can formulate the preconditions which neocortex has to fulfill
compared to the older paleocortex and archicortex as they are re\'ealed from the
comparatire neurological literature tAriens Kappers et aI., l<MGI. Neocortex is a
laminated grisellm which is located at the periphery of the endbrain between the
medial archicortex and the lateral paleocortex and which is lying peripheral to ils
projection fibers including dorsal thalamic input. As we will see, these preconditions
appear fulfilled alread y by the periallocorte:1: which as the Ii rst intermediate stage rims
the archicortex and paleocortex at the medial and ventrolateral borders of the iso·
cortical lobes. The basic resemblance of this stage, whether it borders the archicortex
or the paleocortex, is demonstrated in Figures 3, 16, and 17. It is defined as the
two·cell-strata pAil with an inner large.celled stratum and an (,uter medium·celled
stratum separated by a more or less well defined lamina dissecans liam. diss.',. from
Golgi preparations of the periarchicortex it is known that the lam. (liss. is the site of
svnaptic contact bct\\cen basal dendrites of pyramids of the outer stratum and hori
zontal libers (Lorente de No, 193B I. This could occur \\ithout a clear-cut blank layer
at the borderline between both strata so that the lam. diss. is not a necessary pre
requisite for the basic organization of pAIl. A common feature, howe\'er, of all forms
of pAll-periarchicortical and peripaleocortical-is cell condensations of medium
sized polymorph cells at the surface, of the' outer stratum ,\here it borders the zonal
layer. This kind of cell condensation which can be traced to the site where they taper
off into the next intermediate stage, Pro II, have quite another character than the
lamina II of the isocortex which is made up of small mostly pyramidal cells. Although
there are areal differences in theceH forms of the lamina 11 within the isocortex, it
appears justified to refute the term "outer granular layer" for it, as done by Globus
and Scheibel (1967), and to preserve the term "granular layer" for the lamina IV,
which alone is composed predominantly of the star cells of the Golgi picture. As for
the lamina II of the isocortex, one may rather refer to its gran uloid character.
The significance of such a fine notional distinction is revealed by the progress
in synaptology in electron microscopy, in particular by Gray's work in 1959 which
proved the synaptic role of the dendritic spines. Pyramidal cell dendrites are more
or less studded with spines, whereas true star celis, corresponding to the granule cells
Figure 24. Subsplenial horizontal section of man's hemisphere through the isthmus of
the limbic lobe and calcarine fissure up to occipital pole. Myelin staining (Heidenhain)
showing the singulostriate character of the arM striata with several-grades of myelination
and a prepolar maximum (max). The area striata is rostrally contiguous with the faintly
myelinated singulostriate prostriata (pStr), x 3.3. After Sanides and Vitzthum. 1965.
Deutsch. Z. Nervenheilk.. 187 :680· 707_
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of the isocortical lamina IV and dispersed also over the other isocortical layers, are
characterized by their form, by the scarcity or total lack of spines, and by the beaded
character of their dendrites.
In the Goigi picture pAll is characterized by the absence of a layer of true star
cells, as it lacks in cytoarchitectonics a granular layer, which makes its first cortical
appearance in Pro. Thus we could trace star cells in the level of layer IV in the insular
Pro of the cat.
Since the true granular lamina IV in the isocortex is the site of the afferent axonal
terminal plexus from the thalamus, there is the question, where do the thalamic fibers
terminate in pAlL
The problem of thalamic projections to pAll and of their terminations was solved
by a new approach to the thalamolimbic and reciprocal connections in the rat by
Domesick (1969, and personal communication), who placed small lesions in different
regions of the limbic cortex and anterior thalamus and traced the terminal degenera.
tions lIith the Fink-Heimer technique. The pertinent findings are that the posterior
cingulate pAll of the rat (Rose's area retrosplenialis granularis) .. receives projections
from the anteroventral nucleus thalami and sends reciprocal projections to this nucleus.
The presubiculum, the simplest form of pAll receiYes a large thalamic projection which
may originate from all the anterior nuclei I still under investigation). Thus these major
parts of the periarchicorlex f ulfi II all conditions of the neocortex definition.
Domesick (1969) presented clear eYidence about the site of the thalamic termina
tions \\ithin the posterior cingular pAll. The terminations are in lamina I and in the
so·called lamina III. The latter is that part of the outer stratum which lies deep to
the external cell condensations. \v'e will come back to these findings when we deal
\\ith our Golgi studies. At this point I\e may add only that the interesting fmdings of
thalamic terminatiOlls in the zonal layer of the pAll is surprisinl"ly paralleled by
corresponding findings in the visual cortex of the opossum (Nauta, personal communi
cation) and in the neocortex of the hedgehog (Ebner, personal communication). This
of course does not exclude thalamic terminations in deeper layers.
Filimonoff (194,7) united the peripaleocortex and the periarchicortex under the
term "cortex intermedius" or pAll, recognizing the intermediary character of this
complete rim around the allocortices sensu strictiori. Fascia dentata, cornu ammon is,
subiculum, tenia tecta (induseum griseum corporis callosi) are the subdivisions of
the hippocampal allocortex sensu strictiori. Tuberculum olfactorium, the diagonal
region, the septum pellucid urn, the periamygdalar region, and the prepiriform region
are the subdivisions of the paleo cortical allocortex sensu strictiori, to which he refers
as semicortex or cortex semiseparatus. This emphasizes the fact that in the mature
stal"e this cortex still shows an incomplete separation of the cortical plate from the
periventricular cell masses. It i5 this fact which makes the paleocortex the most
consen'atil'c mammalian cortical structure, still close to the amphibian stage of end
brain organization with only periYentricular cell masses. One might therefore also
refer to the paleocortex as a corticoid structure (Y ako1'1ey, 1959). The archicortex
Oil the other hand forms a separate cortical plate during ontogenesis, with some
peculiarities, such as late migration and scarcity of cellular elements.
" Tht':;(' ~.. ·called granui,'i' of the outer ~tratum are of a ~ranuloid character.
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From the borders of both these heterogenous cortices has arisen a new cortex,
the pAll, which with both its moieties forms a closed ring around the next intermediate
SUE':'!:'. Pro. How far this similarity extends between the organization of the peripaleo
co!~leX and periarchicortex was not recognized by Filimonoff. Our figures demonstrate,
howE'\<er, a lam< diss. between the outer and inner stratum of the peripaleocortex (Fig.
161, as they also show the accentuated superficial cell condensations.
It is true that in higher mammals, particularly in primates, the uniformity of
this intermediate ring is somewhat obscu::ed by the fact that the periarchicortex
includes beside the simple presubiculum in the temporal lobe the highly specialized
entorhinal region. This especiallv intricate region in higher primates appears to
be :l kind of integration cortex for olfactory and visual input at the level of pAll;
it has preseryed the basic structure of the periarchicortex including one or two
lam. diss. and a particular elaboration of cell condensations-glomeruli-in the
accentuated lamina I I. Ramon y Cajal (1955" described the lamina II in the entorhi·
nal region as composed of large stellate cells. His figures and those of Lorente de No
show that these ''::,tar cells" are studded with spines, in contrast to the star cells of the
isocortex. A layer of true star cells nre not to be found in the entorhinal region,
another confirmation of its pAll character.
An import:lnt difference in the relationships to the allocortices appears at the
outer borderline of both moieties of pAlL The outer stratum of the peripaleocortex
becomes continuous with the ,dense cell band of the paleocortex (Fig. 16), whereas
the inner stratum of the periarchicortex becomes continuous witb the cell band of the
archicortex (Figs. ;) and 25). We are dealing here with the well·known superpositions
at the limits of the primitive allocortices, which in our context suggest the common
origin of both periallocortices in that the outer stratum appears derived from the
paleocortex and the inner stratum appears deri\<ed from tbe archicortex.
Thus the pAll is recognized as the incipiently laminated neocortex with uniform
main features throughout its periarchicortical and peripaleocortical extensions, which
are adjacent to these dissimilar types of ancient cortex-the archicortex and the
paleocortex. Hence the ring of pAll can best be understood u..o; having evolved during
ph ylogeny as a common derivation of both older cortices.
What now presents itself as a ringlike cortical structure, i<e. the first growth ring
of the neocortex, must have been originally, in the extinct links between reptiles and
mammals, a core of new cortex, built up from both, the paleocortex and the archicortex.
ORGANIZATION OF THE PROISOCORT1CAL AND PARALIMBICjPARINSU.
LAR GROWTH RINGS

During the phylogeny of the neocortex, ever new waves of growth and differentia
tion evolved, and each time a new cortex developed as a new core, displacing the
previous core to a ringlike structure. Thus a sequence of concentric growth rings has
been formed by the effect of both differential ur-trends. The next stage is Pro, which
is the last step prior to the mature isocortex. Progress in cellular Iamination charac
terizes this step. A main feature is the incipient appearance of a granular lamina IV
made up of true star cells, which in a sense fill the gap the lam. diss. had left between
the two strata (Fig. 16). Now the new dorsal thalamic input enters this layer of
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Figure 25. Horizontal sections through man's area adoUactoria (a) Myelin staining
(Weigert-Kulschilzky). After C. and O. Vogt 1919. J. PsychoL Neurol., 25:279-462. (0)
Nissl staining. x 32. After Sanides 19620. Mongr. NeuroL Psychiat., 98. 0, blank layer;
DB, diagonal band; Spa and Spp, ;:ulcu>, parolfactori anterior and posterior; (See Table 1
for abbreviations.)
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cells, forming the afferent plexus of the outer stripe of Baillarger and establishing
a new kind of synaptic contact in the cortex.
As mentioned, there are already at the level of Pro such regional architectonic
patterns which anticipate the architectonic areas of the next differential stat!e, the
paralimbic/parinsular one, aud e\'en the next succeeding step with differentiation of
koniocortex, which is the last in the sensory regions. \Ve haye already noted that the
Pro of the anterior cingulate gyrus, which dorsally borders YIpl in the paralimbic
zone, is cytoarchitectollically agranular as is the latter and the dorsally adjacent FmZ
(Fig. 1).
. ~ W~ must emphasize that we cannot recognize whether any of the medium-sized
perikarva are star cells in thc poorly developed lamina III of the anterior cingulate
Pro. So far we only know that the fine clear-cut granules of lamina IV of sensory
and integration cortices correspond to the typical small star cells of the Golgi picture.
But there are also larger star cells, which fulfill all pertinent criteria of star cells. They
are not necessarih' recognized in the l\issl picture. Therefore, it appears important
that recent Golgi studies by Marin-Padilla (l ()G() i demonstrated star cells in all layers
of the human frontomotor zone. but predominantly in what would correspond to the
level of lamina IV of granular cortex.
We now can demonstrate how this switch from zonal layer and outer stratum
synaptic contact of the thalamic afferents in pAil to lamina [V synaptic contact in
Pro and isocortex is reflected in cytoarchitectonics and myeloarchitectonics_ For this
purpose Ire refer to Voges graphic representation of a Weitrert-I\:ulschitzky stained
preparation-the most discretely working myelin method~-of a horizontal ~ectioll
through man-s area adolfactoria t, Fig. 25al, and to compare it with a 7\i5sl stained
section in a corresponding plane (Fig_ 25b "
The important role of the zonal layer in m\'eloarchitectonics of the older cortices
is Irell known. Olfactory afferents of the paleocortex form the heavily myelinated
outer part of the zonal layer of the prepiriform cortex. Tufted, lophodendritic cells
of the cortical cell layer spread their dendrites into the olfactory fiber plexus. The
pAll still possesses a much more pronounced fiber plexus in the zonal layer than the
isocortex_ Our figure allows survey of the gradual decrease of the archicortical
strength of the zonal fiber plexus over pAll into Pro.
At the right of both figures is the sulcus parolfactorius posterior where cells of
the diagonal band (DB) meet the wedgelike beginning of the primitive allocortex
(rudimentary precommissural hippocampus). Here the entering tangential fibers of
the medial stria olfactoria form almost the outer half of the cortex. This primitive
allocortex, composed of thick spindle cells and lesser pyramidal cells is seen in Figure
25b to be continuous with the inner stratum of pAll at the area limit. The superposed
outer stratum is composed of scattered cells of different sizes. Pronounced cell con
densations are lacking at the surface of the stratum in this human material, but some
typical agglomerations of medium-sized polymorph cells are present. Throughout
pAll the emphasis is on the inner stratum, which also has typical limbic cell forms
as rod cells and fork ceUs. A clcarly-cut lam. diss. cannot be distinguished. In the
myelin picture the strong tangential fibers of the zonal layer are gradually tapering
off to a thinner subpial layer toward the area limit to Pro. However, the zonal
fiber plexus is thinning and the outer stripe of Baillarger is gradually building up. This
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gradual increase continues into Pro. Thus we are dealing with a gradient of the
architectonic changes and not with a gradation, i.e., stepwise change, as is the rule
within the isocortex. The building up of the cytoarchitectonics of the proisocortex
occurs gradually. There is a widening lamina III separated from a denser lamina II
with medium-sized cells. A
observation in such transitions is that before the
dysgranular lamina IV emerges, a blank layer (b) between inner and outer stratum
is discernible_ Finally within this Pro the inner stratum differentiates into two layers:
pyramidal-celled lamina V and more spindle.celled lamina VI. Beyond the sulcus
parolfactorius anterior we find PIZ, with a thicker granular lamina IV and more pro·
nounced lamination. The myeloarchitectonics in PlZ exhibit finer tangential fibers
of the zonal layer and a stronger outer stripe of Baillarger coinciding with the granular
lamina IV_ At the same time thicker, deeper horizontal fibers of laminae V and VI
begin to appear as they are known for their intracortical associative function. The
radiate fibers are important in our context. Radiate fibers penetrate all layers up to
lamina 1 in pAll and in the adjacent section of the Pro (supraradiate type Vogts).
In Pro at the same time more radiate fiber bundles are ending at the outer stripe of
Baillarger (infraradiate type Vogts) , and in the paralimbic zone more heavily myeli
nated radiate fiber bundles are present which, as it is lypical for the mature isocortex,
pass the outer stripe of Baillarger and penetrate into the outer third of lamina 3
(euradiate type Vogts) .
Concerning the described behavior of the tangential fibers of the zonal layer. the
level of penetration of the radiate fIbers, and the emergence of deeper horizontal fibers,
bundling in the form of the stripes of Baillarger, principally similar changes take place
in the claustTOcortex of the insula. That is in the domain of the lateral ur-trend which
is paleocortical in origin dependent in its initial stages on the laleral olfactory tract
input.
The basic resemblance of the cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic changes
in the respective spheres of both ur-trends has already been discussed previously.
However, each ur-trend places its own architectonic marks. This seeming contradic
tion has to be elucidated: The basic resemblance of both ur-trends reveals itself in our
vie,,- as an expression of the fact that each of the corresponding consecutive beltlike
stages (rings) of both moieties was at the time of their original formation the in te
grate part of one new differentiated core. On the other hand, each moiety is subject to
a prevailing, moulding influence from the pertinent spring territory, which may be
thought to be exerted by means of the corticocortical fiber connections and the sub
cortical afferents and efferenls.
Nauta's above quoted observation "on a certain dualism in the prefrontolimbic
associations" can be regarded as an example of the persisting dependence of the
higher differentiated moieties of the growth rings upon their respective territories of
origin.
This moulding influence of the
territories is also reflected in the functional
architecture of the primate neocortex. Thus the frontal lobe, which is not only in
its precentral motor cortex of a predominantly effector type (Sanides and Schiltz,
1967), is architectonically predetermined more by the hippocampal spring territory.
which is an effector structure par excellence_ Only the inferior frontal gyrus appear~
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determined more by the paleocortical spring territory which is pure olfactory sensory.
This is also reflected by the faster and greater granularization within the frontal lobe
of the successive stages of the lateral ur·trend. That is even valid for the precentral
Illotor cortex which includes Vogfs mastication field 6b. In all primates investigated
this field is not agranular as the re:<t of the pyramidalized precentral motor cortex, but
dysgrunular. A slight granularization extends to the limit of head and arm representa·
tion.
In contrast, we came to the conclusion that in the sensory integration cortex of
the parietal lobe the prevailing influence of the lateral ur·trend extends up to the
intraparietal sulcus, including the arm brain.
The third neocortex growth ring is also formed by two moieties: the medial
paralimbic zone and the lateral parinsular zone. This then is the site of the additional
sensory and motor representations: All, SmII, and the taste area G laterally and
supplementary motor and sensory representations and prostriata medially. The lesser
degree of functional differentiation of these representations is particularly e,"ident for
the sensorimotor areas. These show much less preference for the apices of the limbs
and still include a major ipsilateral share of both features, quile in contrast to the
primary areas. The intermediate architectonic character of those areas between
insular Pro and pertinent koniocortex was discussed previously. Furthermore the
intermediate architectonie character of the prostriata between the entorhinal region
and the visual koniocortex was noted. To characterize this interm~diate stage we
introduced the Lerm prokoniocortex.
LAST WAVE OF GROWTlI AND DIFFEREiVTIATlOiV OF THE ;VEOCORTEX

It is in the koniocortex that granularization reaches its culmination. It was R05e
(19+9) who pointed out how much the koniocortex in man (which resembles that of
all higher primates) differs in appearance from that of other mammals e.g. the cat.
Only simian primates appear to have granule cells with such clearly·demarcated small
and rounded perikarya in their lamina IV. The prosimian Nycticebus (Fig. 16)
has, instead of such clearly-demarcated granule cells, somewhat larger and irregu
larly shaped cells as has the cat (Sanides and Hoffmann, 1969), Nevertheless we could
fashion a workable definition of the koniocortex first in Nycticebus, which, including
the factor of cell density, appears to be the same in all mammals of the size range of
monkeys, prosimians, cats, dogs, and smaller species. The relative cell density in
these animals and the dispersion of small cells in the koniocortex result in a partial
fusion of the cell layers of the outer stratum (II, III, and IV), with blurring of the
lamination. This is accentuated in the layers of the inner stratum with its outstanding
light lamina V and the dense lamina VI. Thus we have in the koniocortex a pre·
ponderance of the outer stratum which is more involved with afferent input and
intracortical processing, as contrasted to the inner stratum which has predominantly
an efferent function.
The high specialization of the koniocortex of higher primates is also revealed by
the study of Cragg (1967), who 5howed that the cell density is much higher than in
nonprimate brains of comparable weight. This is basically the product of the extreme
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granularization in higher primates. In the light of the new meaning of the star cells
in synaptology compared to other small cells with dendritic spines, one can speak of
stellarization as a trend in higher neocortex evolution. <
Our comparative studies in insectivores and bats suggest that the formation of
the koniocortices as well as of the gigantopyramidalis i.e. the latest step in sensory
and motor cortex evolution occurred in somewhat advanced mammals about 50 million
years ago, in the Eocene, \\-ith the rise of modern orders and suborders of mammals,
since Erinaceus, for example, also referred to as a survivor of the Paleocene when
archaic mammals were dominant (Romer 19/19), did not reach this stage.
With the primary motor and sensory areas of this last wave of growth and
differentiation of the neocortex, we arrived at the convexity cortex of most recent
mammals. The comparative architectonic and electrophysiological data of these areas
indicate that the generalized design of these regions were derived from the prokonio.
cortices of the preceding growth ring_ It will be much more difficult to indicate how
the general design of the evolutionary pattern of the integration cortices was derived.
TIlerefore, we will propose a tentative design only for the frontal cortex, about which
we have collected much data in a wide range of primates (Fig. 26).
Once more we have to imagine that tile paralimbic/parinsular growth ring origi
nally occurred as a core within the Pro gro\\-th ring. The above quoted findings of
Pandya and h.uypers (19691 of the corticocortical projections of I11acaca's parinsular
SmlI to paralimbic supplementory motor area supporl thi;:. concept. The somatic,
auditory, and visual koniocortices and the ~i~antopvramidalis are new ~rowth cores
\\hicb displaced the paralimbic and parinsular moieties to growth rings. In addition
new emerging cores of the integration cortices were im'olved. Therefore in the
paralimbic/parinsular stage \ve encounter components of separate gro\\-th rings for
sensory, motor, and inte!;!ratioll cortices with parts as lhe premotor areas and para
koniocortex areas crossing the hemisphere and lIO 10llger l-c\'ealing their ori!;!in so easily
in the coronal directions of differentiation of the ur-trends.
A ringlike structure was first described for the auditory rct!ioll of the cat (Rose
and Woolsey, 1949). Examilljn~ the cytoarchiteclonic~ and myeloarchiteclonics we
arrived at the interpretation of All as a proK intermediary bel\\ een the insular Pro
and AI, the area of the auditory koniocortex. The rinf'likc structure of the visual
region was closed rostrally by the prostriata, the limbic visual proK intermediary to
the area striata (the visual koniocortex). In the sensorimotor ref'ions we encountered
particular relations caused hy the tight interlocking of tactile and motor functions,
and hecause the somatomotor representations \\-ere primarily built up by the medial
ur-trend, whereas the somatic sensory representations were primarily built up by the
lateral ur·trend. Thus we find here a double sensorimotor ring with the common inter
connecting fringe area, the intersensorimotor Ism (Vogts 3a) lying in the depth of
simian primates' central sulcus.
Now we can resume our interpretations from a study of the sensory and motor
* At this point a principal ohservation (.f Lnren1t· dt' Nt) :appellr~ rell'\'unL Comp<lrin~ Iti~ (~lahorall'
Gol;d studies of the mouse neocortex as represented in his article In Fulton's texthook (]93S1 with
the human neocortex, he state~: "The reduction of the numbers of cells with short axon". wilh"ut
essential modification of the long links in the chains of cortical ncuron~, makes the cortex of the
1ll0U:'0 the 'skeleton' for the human cortex."
.~
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Figure 26. Architectonic map of man's frontal lobe with precentral motor cortex and
prefrontal cortex: (a) medial, (b) lateral, (c) orbital aspects; frontomotor zone (FmZ)
with highest specialized core, Gig. Prefrontal growth ring (dotted) and highest differen
tiated midfrontal core (mde) with two differentiation maxima (Max); Aad, area adolfac
tori a ; ce, sulcus centralis; ii, fm, fs, inferior, middle, superior frontal sulci.
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regions of .N)'clicebus and Saimiri (Sandies, 1967). In the older paralimbic and
parinsular represen~ations, central foci have arisen with denser thalamic input and
higher specialized structure, resulting in the most refined sensory and motor repre·
sentations and relationships with peripheral sense organs and muscles. Prevailing in
most recent mammals these sensory and motor £elds were £rst detected and designated
as primary fields. During later development the linking paralimbic and parinsular
prokoniocortices and supplementary sensorimotor areas lagged behind; their repre.
sentations at the periphery were less differentiated. The persisting original cortices
hecame invoh·ed in associative sensory functions (parK); they retain connections
with the respective koniocortex cores and with the adjacent integration cortices.
Approaching the problem of the growth rings of the frontal integration cortex
(prefrontal cortex) in higher primates including man, we have first to consider that
there are at the caudo-orbital and the insulo-opercular border of the frontal lobe the
representations of the chemical senses, olfactory and gustatory, respectively. They
are not intermediate to koniocortices. The olfactory paleocortex is rimmed by a caudo
orbital Pro (Fig. 26) of unknown function. Adjacent to this a particularly sudden
differentiation in rostral direction takes place leading in man over a paralimbic belt
and another intermediate area to the hitrhest differentiated center of the orbital cortex
(V0trts area GO: Fi~ ...1). The other chemical sense, taste. occupies the most rostral
site in the parimular belt. and it is intermediate between the prefrontal insula and
the paramotor belt of the prefrontal cortex (Fig. 9).
In a way the amazin.!! manifold architectonic partlllOnin.!! of man·s enormous
frontal lobe, as re\·ealed first by the Vogts with the myeloarchitectonic method (1910),
then hy i\gowyang "iLl! the cytoarchitectonic method (19:)-1), and hy us with the
combined cytomyeloarchitectonic approach (l962b). ,ras instrumental in finding and
tracintr main direction!' of architectonic differentiation. III their standard work the
Vogts (] 9191 had described the phenomenon of architectonic trradations hy the
example of four frontal areas of Alacaca which form a sagittal sequence: 4a, premotor
Gaa, and oa/3. and prefrontal 9.. They explained that the extreme cytoarchitectonic
differences of areas .. Ia and 9 are bridged by intermediate changes of the architectonic
features in the areal' Gaa and Ga,B. Thus the principle of architectonic sequences was
detected and desie;nated "areal gradations," emphasizing the stepwise change from
area to area, as is the rule in the isocortex. Brockhaus (19-10) was the first to elaborate
tbis principle of architectonic differentiation for a whole region, the human insular
corLex. Virtually he described what we later called lateral uq2:radation. Howe,·er, he
did not pursue this sequence to the operculum or make an evolutionary interpretation.
Instead of the term medial and lateral "ur-;.~radations" as used in our frontal
lobe monograph (1962a) we now prefer to speak of medial and lateral ur.trencls, since
there is a minor difference if we deal with stepwise changes, i.e., gradations as domi
Hant in the isocortex, or with gradual changes, i.e. gradiants as demonstrated in the
area adolfactoria. The direction of differentiation is the constant and is better referred
to as differential trend.
\\'e described the differen tial sequences of man's frontal lobe and traced them
back to the territories of origin, the concept of primary and secondary cortical re~ion5
as developed by Kuhlenbeck (19231 was still dominant, with seeming support from
Fleehsig's misunderl'toorl myelogenesis (1920). The sensory~ arid motor areas ,,-ere
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looketl upon as primary and the overlooked integration cortices of lower mammals
as secondary. There is also a sequence of increasing granularization and reduction
of lamina V pyramidal cells from the precentral motor cortex to the frontopolar
ZOlle rrpz" that is, from so-called primary to so-called secondary regions. \Ve
referred to this sequence with some reluctance as "poleward gradation" and classi
fied it as being more recent than the ur-gradations (ur-trendsl. The reluctance \\;15
caused by the fact that there \Vas also a component of decrease of the a\'erage cell
size and of the myelin content. Both factors have the effect of a higher resemblance
of FpZ to adjacent PIZ, suggesting that it is the medial ur·trend which exerts the main
influence. The basic evolutionary significance of the myelination trend as it is reflected
in both ur-trends I Figs. ;:; and 6) was derived later through Bishop's work_ On the
other hand the integration cortices have as a whole a somewhat finer myelination than
the sensory and motor projection areas.
Finall y the finding of small clear-cut anterior I frontal) and posterior integration
areas in the European hedghog led us to a revision of the "poleward gradation." A
polewal-d differential trend appears now only valid from the pnramotor belt to a
midfrontal cortical belt IFigs. 26a, b). Corresponding to the sensory and motor
growth rings we again arrive at the assumption of an older !!ro\\th ring and a more
recent core. The ring of older prefrontal cortex exhibits incipient granularization in
its paralimbic and paramotor zone and in a eaudo-orbital paralimbic belt and per~ist
ing paralimbic features combiut'd with somewhat higher granularization in OmZ and
Fpl. The more recent midfrontal core appears then to he the product of concentric
differentiation of this growth ring, as are the koniocortices within their fringe areas.
This Il1'efrolltal core comprises \ 1) the t\Vo maxima of frontal differentiation (Max'!
in the convexity and orbital parts of the inferior frontal gyrus, (2) the middle section
of the middle frontal gyrus, and (;"j) the adjacent part of the superior frontal gyrus_
This core is highly granularized and possesses large lamina III pyramids and a
relati\"ely weak lamina V.
The paramotor belt was so named for its resemblance to the premotor areas,
combined, howe\'er, with incipent granularization. It contains the frontal eye fields,
Broca's area" in man, and in its ventral part an area from where respiration is.
influenced. 'TIle intermediate area from the prefrontal insula is formed by tIle gusta
tory area G.
For further substantiation of the prefrontal growth ring, detailed study of the
thalamic dependencies appears promising, since there is some evidence that the
thalamus exhibits a correlated concentric zonation within the mediodorsal nucleus
(MD) _ The dorsal paralamellar part of MD projects to the motor eye fields of the
paramotor belt (Scollo-Lavizzari and Akert, 1963). The ventral paralamellar part of
MD projects to the ventral part of the paramotor belt (Roberts and Akert, 1963).
FpZ and OmZ receive projections from the medial magnocellular portion of MD
(Hassler, 1(50). On the other hand, the midfrontal core (Fig. 26) receives projections
from the central parvoeellular portions of MD. According to Le Gros Clark (1930) it
is this small-celled element which becomes progressively more conspicuous in higher

~y

• The f rontomoLOr speech center could he a peculiar elaboration in man of an older primitive
vocalization center in a comparable site_
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primates. However, a complete parallelism between the growth and differentiation of
the prefrontal cortex in higher primates up to man and that of the mediodorsal nucleus
cannot be expected, since as a matter of fact the enormous expansion of human
prefrontal cortex exceeds by far the rate of growth of MD.

,
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CONFIRMATIOl\' OF THE EVOLUTIONARY STAGES OF THE NEOCORTEX
IN PRIMITIVE EUTHERIA

In tracing the differential ur·trends in primates and describing growth rings of
the neocortex we tried to extrapolate into the unknown of brain evolution. However,
there is one group of recent mammals--the order of insectivores-which is known
to be the most primitive among placentals. An architectonic and Goigi study of speci·
mens of this group and the related Chiroptera was performed to yalidate our concept
Of course, a "surviYor of the Paleocene" (Erinaceus) would not have survived if it
would still represent completely the original stage of brain evolution. In some way,
this species must have undergone further differentiation and specialization. If, how.
ever, one finds characteristics of their ",hole neocortex in common with those postulated
older stages of neocortex differentiation of the bulk of placentals, this would he
evidence for the correctness of the postulation.
This is exactlY the case with specimens of Erinaceinae, Erinaceus and H emi·
echinus. and of Chiroptera, Myolis lucijugus. Their neocortex exhihits no trace of
koniocortex and gigantopyramidalis. which are typically found in such comparable.
sized rodents as mouse and rat. Furthermore they share a specific characteristic of
the '\'hole neocortex with only limbic and insular cortices of other placentals. This is
the accentuated lamina II, which is formed by darkly stainin!! densely packed
polymorph cells larger than granular cells: the peculiar character of which is revealed
by the Golgi method. W'e dre,,' the attention to this phenomenon in all our descriptions
of the initial stages of the neocortex (Figs. 3, Hi, and 17). In pAll we referred to it
as cell condensations at the surface of the outer stratum. These cell condensations
are continuous with an accentuated lamina II of Pro. We were able to trace this
peculiar feature through se\'eral mammalian orders "'e investigated, including pri,
mates. At first "'e overlooked it in the insular and cingulate gyri of man. In the
entorhinal region of man-this specialized, intriguing temporal periarchicortex-the
emphasis on lamina II with formation of conspicuous glomeruli is best known. In
man's insular cortex and cingulate gyrus we can no\\" recognize this feature after our
experience with lower mammals. It is much less pronounced because of the low general
cell density.
In the rat's cerebral cortex (Fig. 27) we can demonstrate the conspicuous feature
of the accentuated lamina II, surrounding the isocortex in a ringlike fashion in the
limbic and insular boundary regions. It comprises the first (pAil) and second (Pro)
neocortical stages. The peripaleocortex (pAll) begins near the rhinal sulcus. Its
outer stratum with the superficial cell condensations is continuous with the dense band
of the prepiriform cortex (Pal). The claustrum which is easily recognizable ill the
depth of Pal, fuses with the inner stratum of pAil and Pro and is almost indiscernible
in these lower mammals. The inner stratum of pAll is formed, by darkly staining
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larger pyramidal cells and is separated from the outer stratum by an indication of a
lam. diss. (broken line). Within Pro the lamina II accentuation is less pronounced
and tapers off toward the area limit of proK. More caudal sections show the lamina
II uccentuation ventrolaterally to be as pronounced as at the medial limbic houndary
region of Figure 27.
Erinaceus (Fig. 28) with its small neocortical cap shows the accentuated lamina
II all over the poorly laminated neocortex. It is continuous with Pal laterally. A
careful scrutiny shows the precommissural hippocampus I H) to he continuous with
the inner stratum of pAil. !V1yotis (Fig. 29) has a relatively larger neocortex over its
reduced paleocortex (Stephan. personal communication). Again the entire poorly
laminated neocortex exhibits an even sharper accentuated lamina II. The supracom-
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Figure 27. Coronal section through the hemisphere of the rat showing the sequence

from paleocortex (Pal) to two·strata peri allocortex (pAll, with indicated lam. diss.,
dashed Hne), to Pro, ProK, and Ks, x 40; inset shows a more candal section with peri.
archicortical pAil and Pro, and peripaleocortical pAll and Pro. Note the accentuated II
in pAil and Pro. S.rh., rhinal sulcus.
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f'i1f,ure 28. Coronal ~e"fi(J1l through the hem;"phcre of Erinaccus. Ventrolateral is the
lar!!c olfactory tuberde (Tho). The ~mall neo<'!,rtical eap exhibits the lamina II accentua·
tion all over the convexity. S. ~epttlm. x 10.
missural hippocampus (H), formin~ a g:yrulus, is continuous with the inner stratum
of pAIl. Pal is continuous with the outer stratum of pAll. At this point we can add
that in a recent ,\ ork Oil the cytoarchitectonics of several Chiroptera (Nyctalus noctula,
Nyctalus leisleri, Vesperlilio pipislrellus, Plecotus auriLus) Kurepina (1963) comes to
the conclusion that "the cortex of the bat's brain is primitively developed, which
corresponds to their 10\1' position in the phylogenetic scale." Kurepina's illustrations
of the cytoarchitectonic structure of the bat's eortex reveal the lamina II accentuation
over the convexity of the neocortex to be similar to our Figure 29. The author did
not mention this as a particular characteristic. Comparative studies of another insec
tivore, the mole, and of Tupaia showed that the former also exhibits, though in a
lesser degree, an accentuation of the lamina II, perhaps with the exception of the
frontopolar region. In the mole, h(m'ever, the convexity cortex already shows somp-
\\hat hetter lamination. Compared Idtb the mole, the tree shrew (Tupaia) possesses
far beIter lamination and typical koniocortiees, the lamina II accentuation does Hot
reach farther than that of the rat (Fip:_ 27).
Finally we have evidence for the existence of the lamina II accentuation in the
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convexity cortex of Metatheria and Prototheria. In an examination of a brain series of
the American opossum, we found that the neocortex exhibits a relatively sharp
accentuation of the lamina I L This. ho\\eyer, was combined with a fairly good lamina.
tion and ~ranularization of the cOII\'exity cortex, Examining the figures of Abhie
(1942) of a more primitive marsupial, Perameles, \\e found again a sharply accentu·
ated lamina II over a laminated cortex, and a rather similar appearance can be dis.
cerned in Abbie's figures (19,10) of the different areas of the monotremes Echidna
and Platypus.
Summarizing our findings about the phenomenon of the accentuated lamina II
we can say that it is a common characteristic of the more ancient neocortex growth
rings in most of the recent placentals but is present allover the neocortex in some
primitive mammals (insectivores" and bats). A similar condition of the II is found
in the Metatheria so far investigated and in the Prototheria.
At lower magnification the future isocortex of a human fetus of about eight
months shows approximately the same picture as the neocortex of the bat: a moder·
atelydifferentiated cortex is covered by a sharp accentuated dense lamina II. Thus
we recognize this peculiar feature persisting in a late ontogenetic stage. Of course
the fate of these undifferentiated cells is quite different. Von Economo speculated
about the possibility that at birth the dense lamina II is the source of nerve cells for
the deeper layers. It is our impression that the consummation of the dense lamina II
in other mammals may be rather protracted, since we have observed a relative density
of lamina II in most mammals which were more or less immature. Corresponding
• r,,,viewing illustrations of til,· c<·rehral ('OTtcx of in~"crivores by Srephan and Andy (]%2) and
SU'pitan and Spatz (}962) we could r.'aJizc til<' accentuated lamina II ill the follnwing inH'Clivnres:
T,:nrec eC8udalus. Sctifer setosu!'. Chlnrotalpa !'whlmann;. Elephantulu15 fllScilH'~. and I'ntauwgal e

velnx.
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observations can be made in photomicrographs of the cortex of immature monkeys
(Powell and Mountcastle, 1959).
In conclusion wc can say, the lack of koniocortex and gigantopyramidalis com
bined \rith poor lamination and granularization in the specimens of Erinaceiniae and
Chiroptera indicate that the last stage of sensory and motor cortical differentiation
has not heen attained in these insectivores and "fiying insectivores." This is obviously
the paralimhic/parinsular stage of neocortical evolution_ In most placentals the
conspicuous lamina II accentuation does not extend beyond Pro limit. The fact that
this peculiar feature is present all over the neocortex is indicative of an additional
conservative character in these primitive placentals, combined even with the third
stage of neocortex evolution.
In the marsupial virginian opossum, a more ad\'anced neocortex shows the per
sistence of this peculiar accentuated lamina II. It is possibly an aberrant expression
of neocortical evolution.
A c\'toarchitectonic study ! Gerehtzoff and Goffart, 19661 and a sensory pro
jection study I :\Ieulders et aL 19ML on the cerebral cortex of the sloth have
produced significant data, The sloth_ is onc of the lidng primitive mammals with
a sagittal "ulcus patlern alld a sharph' accentuated lamina II allover its neo
cortex, It is composed of medium,sized cIarkly staining cells, This characteristic,
combined with the poor lamination and poor granularization of the whole neocortex,
su;.:gested to these authors that this cortex II'as comparable to the juxta-allocortex of
other mammals. In our \'ie\I' this cortex actually corresponds approximately to a
predominant paralimhic pm'insular stage as demonstrated in the bat ancl hedgehog
(Vi,!!:s. 2(-) and 29'1, On the other hand the sagittal sulci \I'ould suggest that there exists
SmI. The eyoked potenti:Jl sluch· sustaills this \'iell and demonstrates that the t,,·o
sa;.:itl<ll sulci delimit the forelimb area medially and laterally. The authors found,
h()\len~r. onl\" a \'en limited area for the head, 5mIl on the other hand was completely
overlapped by auditory input and lacked o'omatotopic partitioning, It is interesting
that this aberrant primiti\e mammal evolved the sagittal sulcal pattern with the llew
corollal somatotopic representation hut did not evolve a koniocortex.
A Gol",i study IT ullgsten modification of Golgi·Cox after Ramon.Moliner, 1(58)
II as made of the brains of ficlil icch ill us, Mro1is lucifugus, rat and cat.
Slides
counterstained with cresvh'iolet verilled Ule relationships to the cytoarchitectonic lay
el'S. The general distrihution of co"rtical neurons showed a predominance of pyramidal
cells in all layers "ith typical apical and basal dendrites rich in spines. TIlere were
fell' typical star cells lying in middle and outer layers of the cortex, more so in the
hedgehog tilan in the bat. Ouly the cells of tile lamina II exhibited a well-developed
dendritic pattern (Fig, 301. lI~hich is not found in the isocortical lamina II of the
rat or cat. In the Golgi preparations of the latter animals, in lamina II typical or
atypical pyramidal cell" \lith short shaft or direct spreading of two bifurcating den
drites from the perikaryon into lamina I werc found, as described hy Glohus and
Scheibel (19671. ,Ve confirm the ohselTation made by these authors that the apical
bouquets and the hasal dendrites of the pYramidal ;ells have the same horizontal
spread, Thus the dendritic field~ of the apical dendrites and the hasal skirts logether
form a cylinder. Neurons of this type were not met in the densely packed lamina II
of Afro/is lucifugus and Hcmicchinus hut were already found at the inner horder of
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Figure 30. (a·d) Nerve cells of Hemiechinus; a·c, wide angle tufted cells of the band·
like accentuated lamina II of the convexity cortex; (d) tufted cell of the prepiriform
cortex (Golgi method,) x 200; (e) wide angle tufted cell of the handlike accentuated
lamina II (IlB) of the convexity cortex of Mrotis Lucilugus; (Golgi method, counter
stained with cresylviolet,) x 300.
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Figure 31. (a-c) Nerve cells of lI1yotis Luci/ugus; (a) wide angle tufted cell of the
oandlike accentuated lamina II of the convexity cortex; (b) similar cell type of the
accentuated lamina II (HB) of the entorhinal region; below and left of this cell a large
starlike type: (c) immediately below the accentuated lamina II (lIB) of the convexity
cortex usual atypical pyramidal cell; (Golgi method_ (b) and (c) counterstained with
cresylviolet,) x 300,

lamina II (Fig_ 31cl. The dendritic pattern of the accentuated lamina II neurons is
shown in Figures ::lOe and 31a for the bat and Figure 30a-c for the hedgehog, These
cells were the tufted type," ,lith particularly wide spreading of extraverted dendrites
extending directly from the perikaryon without any shaft. Tbe underdeveloped fine
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basal dendrites did not reach the spread of the cxtraverted dcndrites. Both types of
dendrites were rich in spines with more spines all the outer dendrites.
Compared with other tufted neurons, for example those of the prepiriform cortex
of Hemiechinus (Fig. 30d). the extreme wide spreading of the thiek external dendrites
1'(15 striking. The wider spread was common in the lnlt. These neurons have a similar
dendritic pattern to the neurons of the frog endbrain (Fig. ;'12;\: Ramoll y Caja\.
19001. The axolls of these neurons appear to terminate in deeper layers of the cortex.
In essence the dendritic pattern of these neurons is characterized by an extensi\"e
overlapping of the external dendritic fields of the accentuated lamina II cells within
the zonal layer. Although the neurons of lamina II of the hedgeho1! in general did
not show such wide spreading apical bouquets. the incongruity between the very fine
and shorter basal dendrites and the zonal layer dendritic spread was striking. Similar
cell types were found in lamina 1I of the entorhinal region. Among those which
Ramon y Cajal referred to as large star cells I Fig. ~) I b: compare also with Lorente de
No, 1<):-13, Fig. 3 of the en torhinal region of the mouse 1. However, the basal den·
drites in both cases were relatiyely thick. the thicker external dendrites covering a
wider dendritic field. :\5 our Figure :t~ from Ramon y Cajal demonstrates. this in
vestigator traced the l)arallelism of the dendritic pattern of pallial neurons in ph yln
genesis and ontoi!enesis: A. B. C, and D representin1! major stages in phylogeny
{amphibian, reptile, I<)\\er mammal. man;, a, h, c, d. e, representing ollto"enetic
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Figure 32, Diagram from Ramon y Cajal (1909. Histologie du Systcme Nerveux des
Vertebres, Maloine.) Showing phylogenesis of pallial neurons (A.D). parallelled by
ontogenesis of a pyramidal cell of a mouse (a·e). A, frog; B, lizard; C. mouse; D, man.
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stages of pyramidal cells of the mouse cortex. Thus the development of the lopho_
dendritic cells towards pyramidal cells has been established, in the course of which
basal dendrites appear in later stages than the apical ones." A telling detail is that
in contrast to Globus and Scheibel"s rule, elaborated predominantly in rabbits, the
basal skirt in man has a wider extent than that of the apical bouquet We conclude
that the apical bouquet is a conservative feature and that the basal skirt is a pro
gressive feature in pallial neurons e\·olution.
The perikarya of the predominant cell type of the accentuated lamina II of
hedgehog and bat appear to be shaped by the strong extraversion and wide dendritic
spread into the zonal layer, in that they mostly had a broad base above and a tip or
curve below. This peculiar type of extraverted cell is a specimen of the tufted corti
cal neurons, which have tlleir extreme in mammals in the dentate fascia neurons with
out any basal dendrites. The extraversion of the related allocortical neurons is an
expression of the fact that the zonal layer still represents in allocortex and periallo
cortex the main afferent and association plexus of the cortex.
In summary the dendritic pattern of our extraverted wide angle cells in the bat
and the hed1!ehog neocortex indicates a conservative expression, which agrees \\'ith
the observation in the hedgehog that the thalamic terminations reach the zonal layer.
These terminals make synaptic contact with the extensively overlapping external den·
drites. Such thalamic terminations in the zonal layers were described in the pAll of
the rat. too.
The conclusion that the inyestigated specimens of Erinaceinae and Chiroptera
did not reach the last slai!e of sensory and motor cortex evolution but persist at the
paralimbic /parinsular stag:e and based on comparative cytoarchitectonics and mvelo
architectonics and Golgi studies. In neurophysiologic terms this would mean that in
tllese animals the so·called primary sensory and motor areas are absent while. the
so-called secondary ones (SmII. All. supplementary motor and sensory areas, pro
striata, and the gustatory area G) are present. The possibility of intermediate stages
or aherrant development has also to be considered.
i\licroelectrode recording studies in the neocortex and thalamus of Erinaceus
by Diamond and co-workers (196,{), \\hich we discussed recently (Sanides, 1(68),
lend support to our view that this "survivor of the Paleocene" did not yet reach the
stage of the classic sensory and motor representations. The sensory relay nuclei of
the thalamus should also reflect the neocortex stages as a kind of interdependent
gTo\\th ring of the forebrain, as was indicated for the dorsomedial nucleus (noted
above). Actual! y Diamond's (1967) and Bauchor's (1959) anatomical observations
indicate that this mammal has the most primitive stage of thalamic differentiation
among pI acentals. This corresponds to Diamond's electrophysiolo1!ical rcsults tl1at the
somesthetic nucleus (VP) and the auditory thalamic nucleus (medial geniculate body)
are not yet "the exclusive target of one modality." Thus in the thalamus the specific
relay nuclei may have differentiated during evolution as a core in a more generalized
older ground area. An indication for such thalamic ground areas is the pulvinar
posterior system as presented by Rose and Woolsey (1958).
* Noback and Purpura (l9()1). tracin~ the postnatal nntol!<"nesi5 of neurons in cat neocortex Ct'''·
firmed this developmental ~<"qucnec and di~cus5ed clcClrol'hysio]ofIical implications.
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The recording study of the sensory cortex (Diamond, 1967) is suggestive for
lIonclassic representations. The unusual large tactile receptive fields were found in
the periphery, indicated a reduced discrimination power. Moreover, the pre(10minance
of sustaining input to the sensory cortex was found. This phenomenon, first revealed
by Rose and Woolsey (1958), is characteristic for the sensory areas surrounding the
koniocortex cores, The latter receiYes "essential" input (discussed in San ides, 196m,
THE GROWTH RINGS OF THE NEOCORTEX AND THE RELlTlONSHlP OF
SMll AND MPL TO THE CLASSIC SENSORIMOTOR REPUESENTATIOiVS

We will now review the stages of forebrain evolution and present a tentative
design of how the coronal somatotopic pattern of classic sensorimotor representations
may have developed from the sagittal paralimbic and parinsular patterns of the sec
ondary (secondarily detected!) representations. We demonstrated abolie that not
only primates began their gyrification of the neocortex in evolution with a sagittal
pattern, but also un~ulates and carnivores, which represent the most successful groups
with the arcuate patterned brain. The somatotopical significance of this sagittal pat·
tern in terms of functional architecture was clarified and traced through recent carni·
vores and most admnced primates including man. The medial and lateral sagittal
sulci which determine the sagittal patterned brain separate hindlimb, forelimb. and
head areas not only in the classic sensorimotor regions but apparently also in the
integration cortices. The question is whether we can find. looking backward from
this point of departure. an explanation as to why and how the classic sensorimotor
areas may have arisen following an earlier phylogenetic stage on which the so-called
secondary representations of the paralimbic/parinsular zone "had done the job."
The principle of building of neW' nen-ous centers to meet new adaptive needs of
an everchanging world during geological times is reflected in what von \\onakow
(1911) described as the rostrah"ard migration of functions during brain eliolution,
This leads to the intricate sequential reorganization of the brain stem and dienceph.
alon as seen in comparative neurology and ontogenesis. The rostralward migration
terminated at the utmost end of the endbrain by forming the cerebral cortex and
exploiting the new source of pial blood supply. Further waves of growth and differ
entiation making the adaptive responses to an everchanging environment (on land
. even more so than in the water) were now established as concentric growth rings of
respective new cortices parallelled by corresponding waves of growth and differentia
tion of the interdependent thalamic nuclei, together with the differentiation of the
affiliated peripheral sense organs. Thus we have traced in a series of mammals the
sequence of four neocortex waves: Periallocortex, proisocortex., parinsular /paralim
bic belt, and koniocortex plus gigantopyramidalis of the sensory and motor regions.
Of course we can not easily determine the answer as to which requirements were
fulfiUed by the earliest growth ring, the pAll.
The raison d'etre of the next growth ring with .its Pro is more easily surmised.
We know that the insular Pro and cingular Pro are involved in a form of motor ex
pression in the context of emotional and autonomic reactions (Showers, 1959; Show·
ers and Lauer, 1961). The parinsular/paralimbic growth ring is composed of the
prokoniocortices and supplementary motor areas, which may be functionally conceived
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as sensory and effector expressions which are largely emancipated from the realm of
emotions and concommitant autonomic reactions. We can now focus on the sensori.
motor areas which have assumed the central position in the cerebral hemispheres.
Their somatotopic organization is expressed in the gyral pattern as well as in the
architectonics. The basic problem is why were the sagittal paralimbic and parin.
sular representations of SmII and Mpl supplanted and displaced in the Tertiary by
the coronal patterned new classic representations. In the large series of sensorimotor
figurines of rodents, lagomorphs, primates, and carnivores as electrophysiologically
elaborated by Woolsey and his co· workers, we find in such lower animals as the rat
and rabbit the striking predominance of the head representations (especially muzzle!),
and already here the forelimb area is about twice as large as the hindlimb area. This
preference of the forelimb is growing in the carnivores leaving behind not only
hindlimb, but head area, too. In prosimians, on the other hand, the hand and foot as
prehensile limbs are developed correlating with large pertinent cortical areas.
We can conclude that preference for the representation of the forelimb in SmI
and YIsI compared with hindlimb is expressed in. the original design of classic sensori·
motor organization. This preference of the forelimb representation is not yet expressed
in the older paralimbic and parinsular sensorimotor areas of non·primates. This indi
cates that these representations of the third neocortex growth ring serve a general
tetrapod function.
The preference of the forelimb within the classic sensorimotor representations in
the next growth ring is another expression related to the adaption to terrestial life.
Thus the forelimb is partly released from the compulsory tetrapody to serve roles as a
scouting fUllction and as a weapon in attack and defense_
The significance of the nell' sensorimotor representation which expands and dif·
ferentiates as a core between the paralimbic motor and parinsular sensory represellta·
tiolls of the third growth ring could have evolved to serve this adaptive function of
the forelimb, One can speculate that this ne\v sensorimotor representation began with
the development of the classic forelimb area and that this new expanding area between
the older sagittal representations brought, under the counterpressure of the latter, its
t\\ () sagittal sulci into appearance. (For example during e\'olution the growing pre
hensile motor tail representation of Aleles brought its limiting sulcus into appearance).
Both sagittal sulci still delimit the classic hand area in recent prosimians, however
against the complemented classic hindlimb area on the one hand (medial sagittal
sulcus I and the classic head area on the other lateral sagittal sulcus.
THE DETERMINATION OF THE MAMMALIAN NEOCORTEX AND ITS PRE·
CURSOR IN REPTILES

There appears to be a general agreement in relating the isocortex with neocortex,
and the allocortex sensu ampliori (including periallocortex) with archicortex and
paleocortex, (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925). This does not hold true for pAll,
which we conceive as first growth ring of neocortex composed of a periarchic0rtex
moiety and a peripaleocortex moiety.
This first wave of mammalian neocortex is a two-cell-strata cortex with emphasis
on the larger celled inner stratum. Both strata are separated by a more or less clear·
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cut lam. diss. Another characteristic of this primary neocortex is the condensations
of medium·sized tufted cells at the surface. Their dendritic tufts in the zonal layer
receive synaptic contacts from the fibers of the surface·bound olfactory system and
from the thalamic afferents. III the next wave of neocortex differentiation, Pro, the
thalamic input switches from axodendritic synaptic contacts in the zonal layer and
outer stratum to axosomatic synapses in the star-celled lamina IV. This is reflected in
myeloarchitectonics as the decrease in the zonal afferent plexus and the development
of the outer stripe of Baillarger afferent plexus (Fig. 5).
The latter organization of a multilaminar cortex is not reached in the reptiles.
The question arises whether reptiles have somewhere. a general cortical organization
equivalent to the primary neocortex-the lllo-cell·strata pAil of mammals. The dorsal
or general cortex of reptiles which lIas once assumed to De the precursor of the mam·
malian neocortex (because of the lack of thalamic afferenl5) is now precluded (Kruger
and Berkowitz, 19601. Rather it represents part of the hippocampal complex, as
suggested by Rose (1923). Recall that the inner stratum of mammalian pAll is con·
tinuous with the hippocampal subiculum medially and that the outer stratum of pAil
is continuous with the paleocortex laterally. There is an analogous condition in rep·
tiles at the <ite where the dorsolateral component of the dorsal cortex underlies the
lateral paleocortex. This occurs in the order Squamata !lizards and snakes) and in the
order Chelonia iturtlesi \Ve note the wide di\'ergence of the phyletic lines within
the reptiles. The actual diversification of the forebrain structure of the reptilian orders
has been recentl\' traced tllOrou,.:hly by \orthcutt (I ()67 I . He concluded that the
dorsolateral cortex underlying the paleocortex has a different character in the lizards
and turtles. Only in turtles the efferent character in the form of pyramidal cells is
presen·ed. It is functionallv linked to the molor systems in the lateral forebrain
bundle. In the group of reptiles which gave rise to birds-the saurapsid line which
includes allliying reptiles except the turtles-the dorsolateral component of the aor,:al
cortex has an associati\"e role rather than a motor function.
In turtles. another requirement for the equi\'alence with the mammalian pAll is
met. The dorsolateral component underlying part of the paleocortex receives thalamic
afferents. W'hether such afferents reach into the zonal layer of the superimposed
paleocortex has not been established. This projection is suggested by the investigation
of Orrego and Lisenby (1962) of the electrical activity in the turtle cortex. They
concluded that there are sensory afferent paths terminating on apical dendrites of the
general cortex.
The turtle cortex is divided into two strata-( 1) an inner one, the dorsolateral
cortex which is hippocampal in origin and efferent in character, and (2) an outer
stratum, which is part of the paleocortex. This morphological organization appears to
be the equivalent of the mammalian periallocortex. In turn, this is an expression of the
primordium of a neocortex in evolution.
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